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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide the fast feed

method for a camera and a camera system where a

simple image such as a thumb nail is reproduced,

displayed during fast feed and a desired image is

obtained.

SOLUTION: In the case that the reproduction/display

mode is selected, a first reproduced image (original

image) is displayed (S1) and a search button is

depressed, a succeeding image is reproduced/displayed

(S2). When a search button is kept depressed for 3

seconds or over (S4), the high speed page feed mode is

selected. When the search button is depressed for many

number of times (depression time is less than 3

seconds), the reproduction mode is selected every time

and the reproduction/display of the original image is sequentially repeated (S3). When the

search button is depressed for 3 seconds or over in the S2, the high speed page feed mode is



selected, and the simple image corresponding to the next image to the displayed original

image is displayed one after another at a speed of 2 frames/sec (S4). When the user

detaches its finger from the search button, the reproduction mode is selected and the original

image corresponding to the simple image having been displayed at that point of time is

reproduced/displayed (S5).
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The image search method characterized by carrying out a skip, reproducing and displaying

two or more simple images corresponding to said two or more images in the image retrieval equipment

with which two or more images are memorized in memory, and a desired image is searched out oftwo

or more of these images at the time of retrieval.

[Claim 2] The image search method according to claim 1 characterized by reproducing a simple image

according to the operate time of a retrieval means at the time of said retrieval.

[Claim 3] The image search method according to claim 1 characterized by reproducing a simple image

according to the change stage of a retrieval means at the time of said retrieval.

[Claim 4] The image search method according to claim 1 characterized by controlling modification of

the magnitude of the simple image displayed according to the change stage and operate time of a

retrieval means, and playback of a simple image at the time of said retrieval.

[Claim 5] It is an image search method given in claim 2 characterized by said retrieval means using the

shutter for an image pick-up in image retrieval equipment equipped with the image pick-up section

thru/or any 1 term of 4.

[Claim 6] Furthermore, the image search method according to claim 1 characterized by reproducing and

displaying the subject-copy image corresponding to the simple image currently then displayed when the

image assignment condition of the request by the user is detected.

[Claim 7] The image search method according to claim 6 characterized by performing detection of said

image assignment condition by rapid-traverse termination of a simple image, or detection of the

termination condition of a rapid traverse.

[Claim 8] Said simple image is an image search method according to claim 1 characterized by being an

image with size smaller than the image memorized in said memory.

[Claim 9] Said simple image is an image search method according to claim 1 characterized by being an

image with a pixel coarser than the image memorized in said memory.

[Claim 10] It is the image search method according to claim 1 which the image memorized in said

memory is a color picture, and is characterized by said simple image being a monochrome image.

[Claim 11] It is the image search method according to claim 1 characterized by reproducing by different

elongation processing at the time of said playback at the time of a rapid traverse while carrying out the

compression storage of the image memorized in said memory, elongating at the time of playback and

displaying, and creating a simple image.

[Claim 12] In the image retrieval equipment which reproduces and displays the image data which

recorded image data on memory and was recorded on said memory It has the simple image

reconstruction / a display means to reproduce a simple image from said memory, and a means to detect

the image assignment condition of the request by the user. Image retrieval equipment characterized by

reproducing and displaying the subject-copy image corresponding to the simple image currently then

displayed when a desired image was specified by the user.

[Claim 13] The image retrieval equipment according to claim 12 which carries out [ that a means to



by_which said simple image reconstruction / display means reproduces a simple image from said

memory, and a means detect said image assignment condition including a means repeat the actuation as

which only predetermined time will display the following simple image if only predetermined time

displays a simple image for every page and it goes through this predetermined time include a rapid-

traverse termination judging means detect rapid-traverse termination or the termination condition of a

simple image, and ] as the description.

[Claim 14] It is image retrieval equipment according to claim 12 characterized by said simple image

reconstruction / display means reproducing said simple image according to the change stage and/or

operate time of a shutter in the image retrieval equipment which reproduces and displays the image data

which recorded the image data which was equipped with the image pick-up section and picturized on

memory, and was recorded on said memory.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the record image retrieval technique of image retrieval

equipments, such as a digital camera.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] The photographic subject image picturized with the digital camera is

recorded on a storage as image data through the photo electric conversion by CCD, signal

transformation, signal processing, etc. In this case, image data is recorded on the sequence picturized on

the record medium.

[0003] Moreover, many of digital cameras are equipped with the indicating equipment which consists of

a liquid crystal display etc., and a user can also display the playback image which could also use it

instead of the finder on the occasion of an image pick-up, and was read from the record medium after

the image pick-up in such a digital camera. However, since image data is read from a record medium in

the picturized sequence when displaying a playback image with such a digital camera, usually it is

displayed in order of an image pick-up also on the screen of a display.

[0004] Moreover, the image data obtained by photo electric conversion carries out compression

processing, and is recorded on the record medium. Compression (henceforth, JPEG compression)

usually according [
compression processing ] to JPEG specification is performed.

[0005] Furthermore, in order to choose a desired image out of the image data obtained with the digital

camera by the personal computer (following, personal computer) side Thin out a pixel from the image

data for one fi'ame in a digital camera side, generate thumbnail data (simple image) with a size of about

52x36 pixels, and it records on a record medium with image data. Transmit sum flannel image data, and

indicate two or more thumbnail images by the array, and the monitoring screen of a personal computer is

made for a user to choose a desired image as a personal computer side. There is the approach of

downloading the image data corresponding to the selected thumbnail image fi-om a digital camera side to

a personal computer, performing elongation processing, and displaying on a monitor.

[0006]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] As it mentioned above in order to choose a desired image,

when printing the image pick-up result of a digital camera conventionally, the method of capturing a

thumbnail image to a personal computer side, indicating by the array, choosing a desired image as a

monitor, and incorporating the image data of correspondence fi:om a digital camera side was used, but

when outputting image data to a terminal unit fi-om a digital camera side (transmission), it is desirable to

reproduce an image by the digital camera side and to extract a desired image.

[0007] Then, as an approach of making image selection by the digital camera side, there is the approach

of indicating the image data by sequential playback until a desired image is found.

[0008] However, since JPEG compression is carried out and image data is stored in the record medium,

it needs to perform elongation processing to the image data stored for reproducing an image and

displaying at the record medium. Since the elongation time amount of compressed data is short if



elongation processing is performed by hardware circuitry, but the program constitutes the elongation

means from the digital camera of a public prevalent type in order to lower cost With the trouble that

image display time amount feels [ elongation processing ] for a user the image for one frame by which

JPEG compression was carried out (640x480 pixels) for a long time about 2 seconds for this reason

There was fault of taking long time amount to choose the image when the desired image is stored in the

direction of the back.

[0009] Since the pixel consistency of a digital camera inclines toward XQA (1024x768 pixels) in the

direction of high density from VQA (640x480 pixels) in recent years and the digital camera of a still

higher pixel consistency is also appearing, this fault serves as a trouble to be solved.

[0010] Moreover, when a coma is fast forwarded (or already return) and a desired image number is

found until the image number of the stored image appears as other approaches of making image

selection by the digital camera side, delivery is stopped and there is the approach of reproducing and

displaying an image.

[001 1] Although there is an advantage that a desired image location is obtained quickly and it can

reproduce, by this approach Since the rate of a rapid traverse is earlier than the rate (namely, elongation

time amount) of image reconstruction, each playback image cannot be displayed during a rapid traverse

but a screen turns into a black screen which is not displayed during a rapid traverse except an image

number The user had memorized each contents and image number of an image, or the memorandum
needed to be taken, and when the number of an image recordable on a record medium at any rate [ when
there is little number of an image recordable on a record medium ] increased, the trouble of becoming

scarce was in practicality indeed.

[0012] This invention aims at offer of the record image search method of image retrieval equipments

which are made in view of above-mentioned un-arranging or a trouble, reproduce and display simple

images, such as a thumbnail, during a rapid traverse, and obtain a desired image, such as a digital

camera, and equipment.

[0013]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain the above-mentioned purpose, the image search

method of the 1st invention memorizes two or more images in memory, and it is characterized by

carrying out a skip in the image retrieval equipment with which a desired image is searched out oftwo

or more of these images, reproducing and displaying two or more simple images corresponding to said

two or more images at the time of retrieval.

[0014] Moreover, the image search method of the 2nd invention is characterized by reproducing a

simple image according to the operate time of a retrieval means at the time of the above-mentioned

retrieval.

[0015] Moreover, the image search method of the 3rd invention is characterized by reproducing a simple

image according to the change stage of a retrieval means at the time of the above-mentioned retrieval.

[0016] Moreover, the image search method of the 4th invention is characterized by controlling

modification of the magnitude of the simple image displayed according to the change stage and operate

time of a retrieval means, and playback of a simple image at the time of the above-mentioned retrieval.

[0017] Moreover, it is the image search method characterized by each above-mentioned retrieval means

using the shutter for an image pick-up in the image retrieval equipment with which the image search

method of the 5th invention was equipped with the image pick-up section.

[0018] Moreover, in the image search method of invention of the above 1st, 6th invention is

characterized by reproducing and displaying the subject-copy image corresponding to the simple image

currently then displayed, when the image assignment condition of the request by the user is detected.

[0019] Moreover, in the image search method of invention of the above 6th, as for the 7th invention,

detection of an image assignment condition is characterized by being carried out by rapid-traverse

termination of a simple image, or detection of the termination condition of a rapid traverse.

[0020] Moreover, 8th invention is characterized by being the small image of size rather than the image

which has memorized the simple image in said memory in the image search method of invention of the

above 1st.



[0021] Moreover, 9th invention is characterized by being an image with a pixel coarser than the image

which has memorized the simple image in memory in the image search method of invention of the

above 1st.

[0022] Moreover, the image which has memorized the 10th invention in memory in the image search

method of invention of the above 1st is a color picture, and it is characterized by a simple image being a

monochrome image.

[0023] Moreover, the compression storage of the image which has memorized the 1 1th invention in

memory in the image search method of invention of the above 1st is carried out, and while elongating at

the time ofplayback and displaying, it is characterized by reproducing by different elongation

processing from the time of playback, and creating a simple image at the time of a rapid traverse.

[0024] Moreover, the image retrieval equipment of the 12th invention is set to the image retrieval

equipment which reproduces and displays the image data which recorded image data on memory and

was recorded on memory. When it has the simple image reconstruction / a display means to reproduce a

simple image from memory, and a means to detect the image assignment condition of the request by the

user and a desired image is specified by the user, it is characterized by reproducing and displaying the

subject-copy image corresponding to the simple image currently then displayed.

[0025] Moreover, a means by which, as for the 13th invention, simple image reconstruction / display

means reproduces a simple image from memory in the image retrieval equipment of invention of the

above 12th, If only predetermined time displays a simple image for every page and it goes through this

predetermined time, a means to detect an image assignment condition will be characterized by including

a rapid-traverse termination judging means to detect rapid-traverse termination or the termination

condition of a simple image including the means which repeats the actuation only whose predetermined

time displays the following simple image.

[0026] Moreover, in the image retrieval equipment which the 14th invention reproduces the image data

which recorded on memory the image data which equipped with and picturized the image pick-up

section in image detection equipment, and was recorded on said memory, and is displayed, simple image

reconstruction / display means is characterized by reproducing said simple image according to the

change stage and/or operate time of a shutter.

[0027]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Drawing 1 is the perspective view (rear view) of one example of the

digital camera which applied the image search method of this invention. The processing-mode circuit

changing switch (slide switch) 31 which switches a processing mode, the carbon buttons 32-36 for a

selection of function, and the main switch 101, the shutter release 102 and the carbon button 103 for an

output which start a digital camera 100 are prepared in the top face of a digital camera 100. Back, the

record / playback-mode circuit changing switch 104 which switches a recording mode and a playback

mode, the optical finder 105, and the liquid crystal display 43 for image display are formed. Moreover,

the image pick-up lens section and the finder section are prepared in the front face (transverse plane)

which is not illustrated.

[0028] Drawing 2 is the block diagram showing the example of circuitry of the digital camera 100 of

drawing 1 , it is drawing 2 (a), and the digital camera 100 has the image data input system 10, a control

section 20, a control unit 30, a display 40, the Records Department 50, and an interface 81.

[0029] The image data input system 10 has optical system 1 1, the signal transformation section 12, the

signal-processing section 13, and DRAM (dynamic memory) 14.

[0030] Optical system 1 1 carries out image formation of the light from a photographic subject on CCD
of the latter signal transformation section 12 including the optical-system devices 1 1, such as an image

pick-up lens and a diaphragm. While the signal transformation section 12 changes into an electrical

signal the image which carried out image formation to CCD through the optical system 1 1 of the

preceding paragraph including CCD, the A/D-conversion section, and a CCD driving signal generation

circuit, it is changed into digital data (following, image data), and DRAM 14 is made to memorize it

temporarily.

[0031] The signal-processing section 13 thins out the image data stored in DRAM 14, generates simple



image data (for example, contraction images, such as a thumbnail image), and records it on a flash

memory 51. Moreover, the signal-processing section 13 performs compression processing to the image

data memorized to DRAM 14, and records it on a flash memory 5 1 as compression image data.

[0032] Moreover, after the signal-processing section 13 performs elongation processing to the image

data read from the flash memory 51, it is changed into a video signal and developed to VRAM (Video

RAM)41 ( drawing 3 ).

[0033] In addition, without generating simple image data in the signal-processing section 13, the

elongation processing the signal-processing section 1 3 and for simple data generation may be

constituted so that elongation processing (different elongation processing from elongation processing of

above-mentioned image data for simple data generation) may generate a simple image based on the

image data recorded on the flash memory 5 1

.

[0034] Moreover, although it is considering as the monochrome image from the point of reproduction

speed in the example when the image data (or recorded) recorded on a flash memory 5 1 is color picture

data, it is good also as a color picture.

[0035] The control section 20 has CPU21, RAM22, and ROM23, as shown in drawing 2 (b). CPU21 is

connected to each above-mentioned circuit, the above-mentioned power-source circuit changing switch

which is not illustrated through a bus line, and while controlling the image processing system 100 whole

by the control program stored in ROM23, corresponding to the condition signal from a control unit 30,

the execution control of each ftmction of a digital camera, for example, the execution control of the

high-speed skip mode processing by activation of the high-speed skip means 1 10 ( drawing 5 ) stored in

ROM23, is performed. RAM22 is used for temporary storage, a middle working area, etc. of data or a

processing result. ROM23 is a record medium which records the program for performing each function

of others of an above-mentioned control program, the high-speed skip means 1 1 0, and an image

processing system, and PROM, FROM (flash ROM), etc. are used. In addition, it can also constitute so

that these programs may be stored in removable record media other than ROM23 (for example, flash

memory 51).

[0036] If a control unit 30 uses as a component the processing-mode circuit changing switch 31 and the

carbon buttons 32-36 for a selection of function which were shown in drawing 1 , a main switch 101, a

shutter release 102, the carbon button 103 for an output, and the record / playback-mode circuit

changing switch 104 and these keys or carbon buttons are operated, a condition signal will be sent out to

CPU21.

[0037] The display 40 consists ofVRAM41, VRAM42, and a liquid crystal display 43. In addition,

VRAM41 and VRAM42 are memory for image display which develops the image for image display

(image image) by the bit map, and if the power source of a liquid crystal display (LCD) 43 is ON (ON),

image display of the image data on VRAM41 and VRAM42 will be carried out to a liquid crystal

display 43. In addition, image expansion of an image number, menu data, the message data, etc. is

carried out through the control section 20 besides image data at VRAM42, and these may be displayed

on a liquid crystal display 43. Furthermore, the image image on VRAM41 and the image on VRAM42
can be compounded and (superposition) displayed on a liquid crystal display 43.

[0038] The Records Department 50 records the link table ( drav^ing 6 , drawing 7 ) which has the

information which associates image data and simple image data concerned on a flash memory 5 1 while

it holds a record medium ( drawing 2 flash memory) 5 1 and records the image data and simple image

data from the image data input system 10 on a flash memory 5 1 by control of CPU21 . Moreover, image

data and a link table are read from a flash memory 5 1 , and it transmits to RAM22 (or DRAM 14). In

addition, as for the data transfer by the Records Department 50, it is desirable to constitute so that it may
be carried out by DMA (Direct-Memory-Access method). Moreover, as for a link table, being stored in

the head of a flash memory 5 1 is desirable. In addition, without generating simple image data in the

signal-processing section 13, as mentioned above When the signal-processing section 13 is constituted

so that elongation processing (different elongation processing from elongation processing of above-

mentioned image data for simple data generation) may generate a simple image based on the image data

recorded on the flash memory 51, simple image data is not recorded on the Records Department 50. The



record location and attribute information on image data are recorded on the link table 51 (you may make

it not form the link table 51 in this case).

[0039] An interface 81 delivers and receives the data between a digital camera 100 and external

instruments, such as a printer, a personal computer, other image processing systems, and CD-ROM.
Transmission (output) to the external instrument of the image data recorded on the flash memory 51 is

performed based on the output means (program) which is not illustrated when the output carbon button

1 03 is depressed.

[0040] The simple image-processing section 131 which drawing 3 is the block diagram showing the

example of a configuration of the signal-processing section 13 of drawing 2 , and the signal-processing

section 13 generates a simple image from R on DRAM 14, G, and B raster data (image data), and is

recorded on a flash memory, R, G, and the data compression section 132 that carries out JPEG
compression of the B raster data, and is recorded on a flash memory 51, It has the data elongation

section 143 which elongates the compression image data read from the flash memory 51, and the video-

signal transducer 131 which changes into the brightness component Y and the color difference

components U and V R and G which were elongated, and B raster data (image data). In addition,

although the thumbnail image is used as a simple image in the example, and the thumbnail image omits

the data compression/elongation of thumbnail drawing data in the signal-processing section 1 3 in the

example since 52x36 pixels and size are small, it may be made to perform the data

compression/elongation of thumbnail image data (and simple unage data).

[0041] <Processing-mode> drawing 4 is the explanatory view showing the example of a configuration

of the processing mode of a digital camera 100, and the processing mode of a digital camera 100 usually

has the processing mode and the special processing mode which performs special functions, such as the

date modification, which consists of an image pick-up, playback, record, and output (transmission)

mode to an external instrument. Moreover, the playback mode contains the high-speed skip mode for

performing image selection. In addition, image reconstruction / display means (not shovm) performs

playback/display of the image in a playback mode, and image reconstruction / display means reads

image data from a flash memory 51, sends it to VRAM41 through the video-signal transducer 134, and

is displayed on a liquid crystal display 43 ( drawing 3 ).

[0042] The function of a <high-speed skip means> high-speed skip means and the configuration high-

speed skip means 1 10 are the image (the image (it is hereafter described as a subject-copy image)

corresponding to the simple image currently displayed on the coma is indicated by playback at a liquid

crystal display 43.) of a coma which carried out the skip at high speed, displaying a simple image on a

liquid crystal display 43 by the playback mode as shown in drawing 5 , and suspended the skip.

[0043] The high-speed skip means 1 10 has the rapid-feed directions judging means 1 1 1, the simple

image reconstruction / display means 1 12, and the rapid-feed directions termination judging means 113.

directions of a user judge image reconstruction / "high-speed skip" directions or "display" directions

from the die length of the operate time (an example depression time amoimt) of the feature button for a

search of the control unit 30 to which a user operates the rapid-feed directions judging means 111 as a

retrieval means (an example ~ the search button (+) -> feature button 32 and the search button(-) ->

feature button 33) (examples 1 and 2). In addition, you may make it judge image reconstruction / "high-

speed skip" directions or "display" directions for the rapid-feed directions judging means 1 1 1 from the

change condition (for example, change by the two-step shutter) of a shutter release (example 3).

Moreover, you may make it judge image reconstruction / "high-speed skip" directions or "display"

directions in the die length of the depression time amount of the above-mentioned stepper button, and

the combination of the change condition of a shutter release (example 4).

[0044] Moreover, a rotary dial and a slide switch may be used instead of a search button or a shutter

release as a retrieval means to have a change stage.

[0045] Simple image reconstruction / display means 1 12 reads the simple image data corresponding to

the next subject-copy image of the subject-copy image displayed now when directions of a user are

"high-speed skips" from a flash memory 51. Send to VRAM41 through the video-signal transducer 134,

and it indicates by fixed time amount at a liquid crystal display 43. Actuation of reading simple image



data from a flash memory 51 as fixed time amount passes, sending to VRAM41 through the video-signal

transducer 134, and displaying on a liquid crystal display 43 is repeated ( drawing 9 (c)). In this case, it

may be made to display size data, the date data, etc. of a subject-copy image on the margin of a screen,

and a simple image is expanded and you may make it display.

[0046] Moreover, the magnitude of the simple image displayed in the combination of the change

condition of the die length of the depression time amount of a search button or a shutter release or the

change condition of the die length of the depression time amount of a search button and a shutter release

is changed (for example, 1/4 size ->l/8 size), and it is good even if like ( drawdng IS , drawing 16 ,

drawing 17 V

[0047] Moreover, a skip (coma delivery) rate becomes early so that the display time of a simple image is

short, but since an after-image phenomenon arises and it becomes impossible to check 1 coma 1 coma
when it carries out too much early, the rate (an example 2 coma / second) of extent which can check 1

coma 1 coma is desirable. Moreover, it enables it to set the rate ofcoma delivery as several step time (a

high high speed, a high speed, medium speed) in this case, and you may make it change the number of

coma sent in 1 second according to a phase.

[0048] When termination or the termination condition of "high-speed skip" directions of a user is

detected and "a high-speed skip" is ended or stopped, the rapid-feed directions termination judging

means 1 13 reads the subject-copy image data (full-sized image data) corresponding to the simple image

currently displayed on the liquid crystal display 43 at the time from a flash memory 51, and playback /

in order to display, it moves control to playback/display means (not shown).

[0049] <Example 1> [link table] drawing 6 is the explanatory view showing the relation between simple

image data and subject-copy image data, and the link table 51 1 ( drav^ng 7 or drawing 8 ) which

registers the storing positional information of the recorded subject-copy image data etc., the simple

image data 512-1,512-2,512-3, ... and 512-n, and the subject-copy image data 513-1,513-2,513-3, ... and

513-n are recorded on the flash memory 51. In addition, although the link table 51 1 is stored in the head

location of a flash memory 5 1 and simple data are recorded before image data in the example, the

location of simple data and image data should just be logically combined by the pointer (link). Namely,

what is necessary is to just be linked on the link table so that the subject-copy image which corresponds

instead of the simple image may be reproduced / displayed when a certain simple image is displayed,

and rapid-feed directions are completed.

[0050] Drawing 7 is drawing showing the example of a configuration of a link table. The physical

number 5111 which shows the physical sequence of image data (simple image data and subject-copy

image data) that the link table 5 1 1 is recorded on a flash memory 5 1 , the logical number 5112 which

shows the sequence of the image displayed, the storing address 51 13 of a simple image And the storing

address 5114 (head address: in drav^ng 6 , to 100 units about an explanation top subject-copy image) of

a subject-copy image It consists of records for every image which consist of a front image number 51 17

used when displaying the image [ degree ] nimiber 51 16 which are the size 51 15 of a subject-copy

image, and a physical number of the image displayed on a degree, and a front image, the simple image is

shown as five units - These are registered by the signal-processing section 13 at the time of record of an

image.

[0051] Although the image number of the subject-copy image data with which the image data of '1' is

simple image data, and the image number 5111 corresponds by drawing 7 is '1\ since it links simple

image data and subject-copy image data on this link table 511 1 to 1, on the table record, the image

number is shovm alternately. Moreover, the image data (simple image data and subject-copy image data)

of this field is deleted once [ at least ], and it shows that new image data was written in that the image

number 5111 is 'the logical number 51 12'6 of the image data of 5".

[0052] Drawing 8 is drawing showing other examples of a configuration of a link table, and is an

example which uses simple image data instead of a link table. Simple image data 512 '-l-512*-n is

substituted for link table 511', and it connects address spacing (De Dis plate MENTO) of each simple

data and subject-copy image data under a fixed regulation. That is, in this example, the size of a subject-

copy image is set constant, the record section of the simple image group to a flash memory 5 1 is



considered as a fixed continuation partition (for example, front field of a record medium), and each data

are recorded for the record section of a original image group as another continuation partition (for

example, back field of a record medium). In this case, De Dis plate MENTO D can be given under the

following regulation (formula). C is the numeric value beforehand assigned as magnitude of a simple

image group record section here.

[0053] D=C+(size of SAIZU simple image of subject-copy image) x (ordinal number -1 of a simple

image)

In the example of drawing 8 , namely, as C= 1000, size =100 of a subject-copy image, and size =5 of a

simple image Simple image data 51 1*
[ - 2 ] - 1 and subject-copy image data 513' - 1 and simple

image data 51 1' - 2 and subject-copy image data 513* the simple image data 51 1 — -5 and the subject-

copy image data 513' ~ if the distance Dl, D5 of -5 is found Dl=1000+(100-5) x(l-l) =1000
D2=1000+95x(2-l) =1095 It is set to D5=1000+95x(5-l) =1380. Image data can be referred to if

the sequence of simple image data is known by this. Moreover, the sequence of simple image data is

detectable with a counter.

[0054] The processing-mode circuit changing switch 3 1 consists of [change of the mode] drawing 1

possible [ a slide in three locations of "NOP", "it being usually a processing mode", and a "special

processing mode" ]. When a switch 41 is located in "NOP", even if a main switch 101 is ON, it does not

shift to mode processing actuation (namely, it is in a no operation condition). Moreover, a switch 3 1 will

return to the "NOP" location automatically, if a main switch 101 is turned OFF.

[0055] After turning ON (ON) a main switch 101, if a switch 31 is made to slide to the side "usually

processed", it usually becomes a processing mode ( drawing 4 ), and, as for a digital camera 100, the

image pick-up of a photographic subject, a playback display, record, etc. can perform a series of

actuation. Record/playback switch 104 is constituted possible [ a slide in three locations of "NOP",

"record", and "playback" ]. When a switch 104 is located in "NOP", even if a main switch 101 and a

switch 3 1 are ON, it does not shift to high-speed skip mode. Moreover, if a switch 104 tums OFF a main
switch 101 or a switch 31 is set to "NOP", it will return to the "NOP" location automatically.

[0056] If a switch 31 is made to slide to the side "usually processed" and record/playback switch 104 is

made to slide to a playback side, it will become playback/display mode. If a fimction selection button

(search button (+)) 32 is pushed with a playback display mode, the image data for one frame currently

recorded on the flash memory 5 1 will be reproduced, and it will be displayed on a liquid crystal display

43. In addition, image reconstruction / display means (not shown) reproduces an image with reference to

the link table 511 (or 5 11') as shown in drawing 7 or drawing 8 in the case of playback/display. Next, if

it continues pushing search button (+) 32 beyond fixed time amount (this example 3 seconds), it will

become high-speed skip mode and a control section 20 will put control into activation of the high-speed

skip means 1 10. In addition, if it pushes again once opening search button (+) 32 wide, the following

image will be reproduced / displayed, and a front image will be displayed if search button(-) 33 are

pushed. In addition, although switching time to high-speed skip mode was made into 3 seconds in the

example, it is not limited to this, but it is well [ as 2 seconds ] good also as 4 seconds or more.

[0057] [Actuation under high-speed skip mode] drawing 9 is a flow chart which shows the example of

die digital camera 100 under high-speed skip mode of operation, and drawing 10 is the explanatory view

showing the example of the display image under high-speed skip mode.

[0058] First, if it switches to playback/display mode, a fiiU size indication of the first playback image

(subject-copy image) will be given on a liquid crystal display 43, and the high-speed skip means 110

will be started. Drawing 10 (a) is the example of the subject-copy image displayed on the liquid crystal

display 43 by the playback mode, and the subject-copy image 91-1 and the image number 92 (in this

example, it is the subject-copy image of 30 coma eye in 65 coma) are displayed (SI).

[0059] A user's push of search button (+) 32 reproduces / displays the following image. A control

section 20 investigates the condition of a search button (+) with the rapid-feed directions judging means
1 1 1 here. Search button (+) If 32 is continuing being pushed 3 seconds or more, it will shift to S4 (high-

speed skip mode) (S2).

[0060] the above-mentioned step S2 ~ search button (+) 32 - repeatedly - pushing (less than



[ depression time amount 3 second ]) ~ it shifts to whenever [ the ] at a playback mode, and in the

sequence recorded on the logical number column 5112 with reference to the link table 511, subject-copy

image data are read from a flash memory 5 1 based on the registered subject-copy image storing address,

and playback and a full size display of a subject-copy image are repeated, in search button (+) 32, it is

the example of the following subject-copy image 91-2 reproduced / displayed at the bottom wooden-

clogs case of the less than 3 second push of time amount, and, as for drawing 10 (b), *3 T (in this

example, it is the subject-copy image of 3 1 coma eye in 65 coma) is displayed as an image number 92

(S3).

[0061] If search button (+) 32 are pushed 3 seconds or more by the above S2, it will become high-speed

skip mode, thumbnail image reconstruction / display means 1 12 is started, it is read from a flash

memory 5 1 , it is reproduced, and the thumbnail image data corresponding to the next image of the

displayed subject-copy image is displayed one after another at the rate of 2 coma / second (S4). the

example of the thumbnail image as which drawing 10 (c) is displayed on a liquid crystal display 43

during a rapid traverse in high-speed skip mode — it is - 2 coma / second — comparatively ~ coming out

- the thumbnail image 93-3, 93-4, and .. a sequential indication of every one 93-m is given to a screen,

and the size data 94 of the subject-copy image of correspondence are displayed on a thumbnail image. In

addition, you may make it, also display the date data, such as photography time, in addition to this. If

alphabetic data, such as the date data, is displayed at the time of a subject-copy display, it will become
obstructive, but in a thumbnail display, since a margin will be made if an indication is given small, a

margin part can be used effectively. In the meantime, the rapid-feed directions termination judging

means 1 13 supervises the condition of search button (+) 32. By the above-mentioned S4, if a user lifts a

finger from search button (+) 32, search button (-I-) 32 will be released (release). It is judged with high-

speed skip mode termination by the rapid-feed directions termination judging means 113, shift to a

playback mode, and the subject-copy image storing address 51 14 of the link table 51 1 is referred to. The

subject-copy image data corresponding to the thumbnail image currently displayed at the time are read

from a flash memory 51, and it reproduces, and displays (S5).

[0062] Drawing 10 (d) is the example which reproduced / displayed the subject-copy image 92-7

corresponding to the thumbnail image 93-7 which switched to the playback mode automatically and was
displayed at the time, when the user suspended the high-speed skip.

[0063] In addition, if search button(-) 33 are pushed 3 seconds or more when the thumbnail image sent

by the above-mentioned S4 is *past [ delivery ]', it will already become return, and in the case of less

than 3 seconds, the subject-copy image in front of one is reproduced / displayed by the playback mode.

Moreover, in the case of playback/display of the subject-copy image in each above-mentioned step, and

a thumbnail image, the information on a link table as shown in drawing 7 or drawing 8 is referred to.

[0064] In [Modification(s)] and the above-mentioned step S4, when search button (+) 32 are pushed 3

seconds or more at step S2, it becomes high-speed skip mode. Although it constituted so that thumbnail

image reconstruction / display means 1 12 might be started and the thumbnail image corresponding to the

next image of the displayed subject-copy image might indicate by automatic one after another at the rate

of 2 coma / second Every one delivery / return of a thumbnail image are performed manually, and if a

desired thumbnail image is displayed, you may make it display the subject-copy image corresponding to

the thumbnail image concerned by pushing a specific carbon button.

[0065] Moreover, although it displayed one thumbnail image at a time to the screen, you may constitute

from an above-mentioned example so that two or more thumbnail images may be displayed on one

screen. Furthermore, if a thumbnail image can also be displayed greatly and carried out in this way in

the coarse condition, a thumbnail image can also hold the whole image.

[0066] By the above, since it constituted possible [ a display of a thumbnail image ] when the image of

comparatively many number of sheets was recorded, the playback time amount (especially elongation

time amount of compressed data) of an image can be shortened, the skip of the record image can be

reproduced and carried out in a short time, and all images can be searched.

[0067] Although the fiill-sized image was displayed when the search button was pushed, it changed in

high-speed skip mode and the thumbnail image was displayed in the <example 2> above-mentioned



example 1 when pushed beyond fixed time amount (an example 3 seconds), you may make it change the

display image size imder skip in high-speed skip mode. In this example, it is the example to which

display image size was changed by the merits and demerits of the depression time amount of a search

key. in addition, a hardware configuration and a processing-mode change ~ and - these also giving

the significance - suppose that it is the same as that of the case of an example 1 . The case where the

magnitude of the image which is made to correspond to the depression time amoimt of a search key, and

is displayed hereafter is changed with full size ->l/4 ->l/8 is explained as an example.

[0068] [Link table] drawing 1

1

is the explanatory view showing the relation between simple image

(thumbnail) data and subject-copy image (full size image) data. The link table 551 ( drawing 12 or

drawing 13 ) which registers the storing positional information of the recorded subject-copy image data

etc. into a flash memory 51, One eighth of the simple image data 553-1,552-3 of size, 553-n, and

subject-copy image data 554-1,554-2,554-n of one fourth of the simple image data 552-1,552-2 of size,

552-n, and the subject-copy images of a subject-copy image are recorded. In addition, although the

link table 55 1 is stored in the head location of a flash memory 5 1 and simple data are recorded before

image data in the example, the location of simple data and subject-copy image data should just be

logically combined by the pointer (link). Namely, what is necessary is to just be linked on tfie link table

so that the subject-copy image which corresponds instead of the simple image may be reproduced /

displayed when a certain simple image is displayed, and rapid-feed directions are completed.

[0069] the image data (the simple image data of 1/4 size ~) by which drawing 12 is drawing showing

the example of a configuration of a link table, and the link table 551 is recorded on a flash memory 51

The simple image data of 1/8 size And the physical sequence of subject-copy image data (full size image

data) The shown physical number 551 1, the logical number 5512 which shows the sequence of the

image displayed, the storing address 5513 of the simple image of 1/4 size, the storing address 5514 of

the simple image of 1/8 size, and the storing address 5515 (head address: in drawing 12 , to 120 units

about an explanation top subject-copy image) of a subject-copy image About the simple image of 1/4

size, cut fine 30, and it cuts fine 15 about the simple image of 1/8 size. It consists of records for every

image which consist of a front image number 5518 used when carrying out and displaying the image

[ degree ] number 5517 which is the size 5516 of a subject-copy image and the physical number of the

image displayed on a degree which are shown, and a front image, and these are registered at the time of

record of an image.

[0070] Although the image number of the simple image data of 1/4 size to which the image data of 'T is

simple image data of 1/4 size, and the image number 5511 is equivalent by drawing 12 is '3', since, as

for the image number of '2* and subject-copy image data, it links the simple image data and subject-copy

image data of each size on the link table 551 1 to 1, on the table record, the image number is shown

every two. Drawing 13 is drawing showing other examples of a configuration of a link table, and is an

example which uses simple image data instead of a link table. Simple image data 551 '-l-55r-n of 1/4

size shown in (a) is substituted for link table 551', and it can connect address spacing (De Dis plate

MENTO) with the subject-copy image data indicated to be the simple image data of 1/8 shovm in (b) to

(c) under a fixed regulation.

[0071] That is, the record section of one eighth of simple image groups is considered as a fixed

continuation partition, and each data are recorded [ the record section of 1 / 8 simple images groups, and

the record section of a original image group ] for each as another continuation partition, respectively. In

this case, De Dis plate MENTOD* and D** can be given imder the following regulation (formula). C is

the numeric value beforehand assigned as magnitude of 1 / 4 simple images groups record section here.

C is the numeric value beforehand assigned as magnitude of 1 / 4 simple images groups record section.

[0072] In the example of drawing 13 , namely, as C= 1500, C-750, size =30 of 1 / 4 simple images

images, size =15 of 1 / 8 simple images, and size =120 of a subject-copy image 1/4 simple image data

551' -1, and the 1 / 8 simple image data 552 - '-1, the 1 / 4 simple image data 551' -5, and the 1 / 8

simple image data 552, if 'distance DT of -5, D5' are calculated D-C+(size of SAIZU 1 / 4 simple

images of 1 / 8 simple images) x (ordinal number- 1 of 1 / 4 simple images)

since - Dl=1500+(15-30) x(l-l) =1500 D2=1500-15x(2-l) =1485 D5=1000-15x(5-l) =1440 It



becomes. If the sequence of 1 / 4 simple image data is known by this, 1 / 4 simple image data can be

referred to. Moreover, the sequence of simple image data is detectable with a counter.

[0073] moreover, 1 / 4 simple image data 551 '-1 and the subject-copy image data 553* -1, the 1 / 4

simple image data 551 '-5 and the subject-copy image data 553* ~ distance Dl" of -5, D5 - " ~ D"
- =C+C*+(size of size-1 / 4 simple images of subject-copy image) x (ordinal number -1 of 1 / 4 simple

images)

since - Dl=1500+750+(120-30) x(l-l) =2250 D2=2250+90x(2-l) =2340 D5=2250+90x(5-l)

=2340 It becomes. If the sequence of 1 / 4 simple image data is known by this, subject-copy image data

can be referred to.

[0074] the same ~ 1 / 8 simple image data 552 — '-1 and the subject-copy image data 553' -1, the 1 / 4

simple image data 551 — '-5 and the subject-copy image data 553' — the distance dl-d5 of -5 ~ d=C'+

(size of SAIZU 1 / 8 simple images of subject-copy image) x (ordinal number -1 of 1 / 8 simple images)

=750+(120-15) x(l-l) =750d2=750+105x(2-l) =855- since - dl - - When the image (subject-copy

image) full-sized by d5=750+105x(5-l) =1 170 [change of skip rate] playback mode is displayed Search

button (+) If short push (the time amount which pushes a carbon button and lifts a hand immediately and

to : [ Of operation ] push is about 0.3 seconds at this example) of 32 is carried out, the following image

will be displayed with a fiiU size ( drawing 15 (b)). In this case, if it continues pushing search button (+)

32, it will become high-speed skip mode, and although a control section 20 puts control into activation

of the high-speed skip means 1 10, the size of the image by which it is indicated by playback changes

with merits and demerits of the depression time amount of search button (+) 32. namely,, so that

depression time amount is long ~ an image with small size ~ displaying — a skip — from a high speed —
at most — it is made to change to **

[0075] In within fixed time amount (this example 0.3 seconds - 2 seconds), the depression time amount

of search button (+) 32 of the control unit 30 which a user operates judges the rapid-feed directions

judging means 1 1 1 to be "high speed A", and, specifically, it changes for thumbnail image

reconstruction / display means 1 12. In the case of "high speed A", thumbnail image reconstruction /

display means 1 12 displays one sheet of the beginning with a fiill size, and displays the image after the

2nd sheet by the thumbnail image (this example about one fourth of thumbnail images) ( drawing 15

(c)).

[0076] Moreover, in beyond fixed time amount (this example 2 seconds or more), the depression time

amount of search button (+) 32 of the control unit 30 which a user operates judges the rapid-feed

directions judging means 1 1 1 to be "high speed B", and it changes for thumbnail image reconstruction /

display means 1 12. In the case of "high speed B", thumbnail image reconstruction / display means 1 12

displays the continuing image by the thumbnail image (this example about one eighth of thumbnail

images) of size smaller than the case of "high speed A" ( drawing 15 (d)). Thereby, a skip can be

performed earlier than the case of "high speed A."

[0077] in addition, search button (+) 32 which it is continuing pushing to a hand - detaching (search

button (+) 32 being released) - the full-sized image (subject-copy image) corresponding to the

thumbnail image currently then displayed is displayed ( drawing 15 (e)). Moreover, if it pushes again

once opening search button (+) 32 wide, the followmg image will be reproduced / displayed, and a front

image will be displayed if search button(-) 33 are pushed. In addition, although "high speed A" was

depressed for short push time amount for 0.3 seconds, and '*high speed B" was depressed for 0.3 seconds

to time amount 2 seconds and being carried out to more than time amount 2 second in this example, it is

not limited to this. Moreover, although about 1/of sizes of the thumbnail image which displays the size

of the thumbnail image which is displayed in the case of "high speed A" in the case of about 1/4 and

"high speed B" was set to 8, it is not limited to this. Moreover, although the high-speed phase was made
into two steps, "high speed A" and "high speed B", it may not be limited to this, but the depression time

amount of a search key may be subdivided fiuther, and you may make it a multistage story like "high-

speed C", "high-speed D", and ..

[0078] [Actuation under high-speed skip mode] drawing 14 is a flow chart which shows the example of

the digital camera 100 under high-speed skip mode of operation, and drawing 15 is the explanatory view



showing the example of the display image under high-speed skip mode.

[0079] First, if it switches to playback/display mode, the first playback image (full-sized subject-copy

image) will be displayed on a liquid crystal display 43, and the high-speed skip means 110 will be

started. Drawing 1

5

(a) is the example of the subject-copy image displayed on the liquid crystal display

43 by the playback mode, and the subject-copy image 91-1 and the image number 92 (in this example, it

is the subject-copy image of 30 coma eye in 65 coma) are displayed (Tl).

[0080] A user's push of search button (+) 32 reproduces / displays the following image. A control

section 20 investigates the condition of a search button (+) with the rapid-feed directions judging means

1 1 1 here. Search button (+) When depression of 32 is less than 0.3 seconds, it returns to Tl and a full-

sized subject-copy image is displayed. Drawing 15 (b) is the example of the following subject-copy

image 91-2 by which it was indicated by the full size when short push (less than 0.3-second depression)

of search button (+) 32 was carried out, and *3 V (in this example, it is the subject-copy image of 3

1

coma eye in 65 coma) is displayed as an image number 92 (T2).

[0081] When search button (+) 32 are continuing being pushed 0.3 seconds or more by the above T2, a

control section 20 investigates the condition of a search button (+) with the rapid-feed directions judging

means 1 1 1 further, and search button (+) 32 change to a 2-second or more ************ case T6 (T3).

[0082] While depression of search button (+) 32 does not become 2 seconds or more by above-

mentioned T3, with thumbnail image reconstruction / display means 1 12, a control section 20 reads the

thumbnail image data of 1/4 size from a flash memory 51 with reference to 1 / 4 simple images storing

address 5513 of the following image, after referring to the next image number of the link table 551, it is

reproduced, and is displayed on a liquid crystal display 43. The next image 93-3 of the 31st image 91-2

shown in (b), i.e., the image of 1/4 size of the 32nd image, is shown in drawing 15 (c) (T four).

[0083] In the meantime, if the condition of search button (+) 32 is supervised at intervals of about 0.5

seconds v^th the rapid-feed directions termination judging means 1 13 and a user is continuing pushing

search button (+) 32, a control section 20 will return to T3 and will display the thimibnail image of the

1/4 foliowmg size. Thereby, a sequential indication of the thumbnail image of 1/4 size is given at a rate

of 2 coma / second. Moreover, if a user lifts a finger from search button (+) 32, it will judge with high-

speed skip mode termination, and will change to T8 (T5).

[0084] When depression of search button (+) 32 becomes 2 seconds or more by above-mentioned T3,

with thumbnail image reconstruction / display means 1 12, a control section 20 reads the thumbnail

image data of 1/8 size from a flash memory 51 with reference to 1 / 8 simple images storing address

5514 of the following image, after referring to the next image number of the link table 551, it is

reproduced, and is displayed on a liquid crystal display 43. The next image 93-5 of the 33rd image 93-4

shown in (c), i.e., the image of 1/8 size of the 34th image, is shown in drawing 15 (d) (T6).

[0085] In the meantime, if the condition of search button (+) 32 is supervised at hitervals of about 0.3

seconds with the rapid-feed directions termination judging means 113 and a user is continuing pushing

search button (+) 32, a control section 20 will return to T6, and will display the thumbnail image of the

1/8 following size. Thereby, a sequential indication of the thumbnail image of 1/8 size is given at a rate

of about 3 coma / second. Moreover, if a user lifts a finger from search button (+) 32, it will judge with

high-speed skip mode termination, and will change to T8 (T7).

[0086] At the above-mentioned steps T5 or T7, if a user lifts a finger from search button (+) 32, it will

judge with high-speed skip mode termination with the rapid-feed directions termination judging means

1 13, it shifts to a playback mode, and with reference to the subject-copy image storing address 5515 of

the link table 551, the subject-copy image data corresponding to the thumbnail image currently

displayed at the time are read from a flash memory 5 1 , and it reproduces, and displays (T8). In addition,

although the monitor of a search button was set as for about 0.5 seconds at the above-mentioned step T5,

1 / 4 thumbnail images are displayed in 2 coma / second and 1/8 thumbnail images were expressed as

the above-mentioned step T7 in about 3 coma / second by setting the monitor of a search button as for

about 0.3 seconds, monitor spacing is not limited to this but can be suitably determined according to the

engine performance and image quality of a model at the time of the design of equipment.

[0087] Moreover, although it displayed one thumbnail image at a time to the screen, you may constitute



from this example so that two or more thumbnail images may be displayed on one screen. Furthermore,

if a thumbnail image can also be displayed greatly and carried out in this way in the coarse condition, a

thumbnail image can also hold the whole image.

[0088] As mentioned above, by changing the size of the image which is made to correspond to the

depression time amount of a search key, and is displayed, when the image of comparatively many
number of sheets is recorded, the playback time amount (especially elongation time amount of

compressed data) of an image can be shortened, the skip of the record image can be reproduced and

carried out in a short time, and all images can be searched.

[0089] Although a full-sized subject-copy image or a full-sized thumbnail image was displayed by the

merits and demerits of the depression time amount by the user of a search button and the high-speed

skip was made possible in the <example 3> above-mentioned example 1 and the example 2, you may
make it change the size of the image which pushes in two steps of carbon buttons which change to the

merits and demerits of the depression time amount of a search button, and replace a search button or a

search button (or multistage pushing), and is displayed by the pushing degree of a carbon button as

structure. In addition, since it is not necessary to make a certain carbon button of the feature buttons into

two-step structure by considering a shutter release 102 as instead of [ of a search key ] when using

retrieval equipment as a digital camera 100, complication of the structure of a carbon button is

avoidable.

[0090] This example is an example which used the shutter release 102 of a digital camera 100 as a

search button by the playback mode, and the shutter release 102 is making the carbon button structure of

a two-step pushing method in this example, in addition, a hardware configuration and a processing-

mode change — and ~ these ~ giving the significance - suppose that it is the same as that of the case of

an example 1 (= example 2). Moreover, the link table 511 of an example 1 is used as a link table. The

case where the magnitude of the image which is made to correspond to the pushing condition of the

search key of a shutter release, and is displayed hereafter is changed with full size ->l/4 is explained as

an example.

[0091] Drawing 16 is the explanatory view of a size change of the display image by the pushing degree

of a shutter release 102. The viewing area of the full size image displayed when (a) makes a shutter

release 102 a release location (condition which lifted the fmger) is shown. The viewing area of the fiill

size image displayed when (b) makes a shutter release 102 a half-push location (condition pushed one

step) is shown, (c) shows the viewing area of the thumbnail image of 1/4 size displayed when a shutter

release 102 is made into a total push location (condition pushed two steps).

[0092] By [change of skip rate] drawing 16 , if half-push [ a user / a shutter release 102 ], the depression

signal of the 1st step will be sent out, and it becomes high-speed skip mode, and a sequential indication

of the image is given with a full size ( drawing 10 (b)). If a user lifts a finger, a shutter release 102 is

released (release), and a carbon button v^U be pushed in and will be released from a location.

[0093] Moreover, if it is pushed deeply continuously and made into all push conditions once it pushes

all push [ a shutter release 102 ] a half, the depression signal of the 2nd step v^U be sent out, and a

control section 20 puts control into activation of thumbnail image reconstruction / display means 1 12,

and displays a thumbnail image (this example 1/4 size) with reference to the link table 51 1 . If a user lifts

a fmger, a shutter release 102 is released, and a carbon button v^U be pushed in and will be released

from a location. In addition, although it pushed in and the stage was made into two steps in this

example, it may not be limited to this, but a pushing stage may be made into three or more steps, and the

size of the thumbnail image which displays the size of the thumbnail image displayed by pushing of the

2nd step by about 1 / pushing of the 4 or 3rd step may be subdivided as about 1/8 and ..

[0094] [Actuation under high-speed skip mode] drawing 17 is a flow chart which shows the example of

the digital camera 100 under high-speed skip mode of operation.

[0095] first - if a user operates the mode changeover switch 31 and switches to playback/display mode -

- a control section 20 - the link table 5 1 1 - referring to the first image data - from a flash memory 5

1

- reading ~ reproducing - a liquid crystal display 43 - displaying ( drawing 16 (a)) - the high-speed

skip means 1 10 is started (Ul).



[0096] Next, it waits for the signal from a shutter release 102 with the rapid-feed directions judging

means 111, and an actuation condition is investigated, when a shutter release 102 is half-push, it changes

to U3, and in all push, it changes U5 (U2).

[0097] When a shutter release 102 is half-push at the above-mentioned step U2, after referring to the

next image number of the link table 51 1, with reference to the subject-copy image storing address 51 14

of the following image, subject-copy image data are read from a flash memory 51, it reproduces, and a

fiill-sized subject-copy image is displayed on a liquid crystal display 43 (U( drawing 16 (b)) 3).

[0098] In the meantime, if the condition of a shutter release 102 is supervised at intervals of about 2

seconds with the rapid-feed directions termination judging means 113 and a user releases a shutter

release 102, a control section 20 will judge with skip mode termination, and will end processing.

Moreover, when the user has not released the shutter release 102 (release), it retums to U2. Thereby, a

sequential indication of the full size image is given at a rate of one coma per 2 seconds (U4).

[0099] With thumbnail image reconstruction / display means 1 12, when shutter releases 102 are all push

at the above-mentioned step U2, after referring to the next image number of the link table 511, with

reference to the simple image storing address 51 13 of the following image, the thumbnail image data of

1/4 size is read from a flash memory 51, and it reproduces, and displays on a liquid crystal display 43 (U

( drawing 16 (c)) 5).

[0100] In the meantime, if the condition of a shutter release 102 is supervised at intervals of about 0.5

seconds with the rapid-feed directions termination judging means 113 and a user releases a shutter

release 102, a control section 20 will judge with skip mode termination, and will change to U7.

Moreover, when the user has not released the shutter release 102, it retums to U2 (U6). Thereby, a

sequential indication of the thumbnail image of 1/4 size is given at a rate of 2 coma / second.

[0101] At the above-mentioned steps U4 or U6, when the shutter release is released, it judges with high-

speed skip mode termination with the rapid-feed directions termination judging means 1 13, it shifts to a

playback mode, and with reference to the subject-copy image storing address 51 14 of the link table 511,

the subject-copy image data corresponding to the thumbnail image currently displayed at the time are

read from a flash memory 51, and it reproduces, and displays (U7). In addition, although house keeping

of a shutter release was set as for about 2 seconds at the above-mentioned step U4, a Ml size image is

displayed in 1 coma 2 seconds and 1 / 4 thumbnail images were expressed as the above-mentioned step

U6 in 2 coma / second by setting the monitor of a shutter release as for about 0.5 seconds, monitor

spacing is not limited to this but may be suitably determined according to the engine performance and

image quality of a model at the time of the design of equipment. Moreover, when all push [ a shutter

release ], a full size image is displayed, and when half-push, you may make it display 1 / 4 thumbnail

images, although the full size image was displayed when half-push [ a shutter release ], and 1 / 4

thumbnail images were displayed in the above-mentioned example when all push.

[0102] Moreover, although it displayed one thumbnail image at a time to the screen, you may constitute

from this example so that two or more thumbnail images may be displayed on one screen. Furthermore,

if a thumbnail image can also be displayed greatly and carried out in this way in the coarse condition, a

thumbnail image can also hold the whole image.

[0103] As mentioned above, by changing the size of the image which the depression stage of a shutter

release is made to correspond and is displayed, when the image of comparatively many number of sheets

is recorded, the playback time amoimt (especially elongation time amount of compressed data) of an

image can be shortened, the skip of the record image can be reproduced and carried out in a short time,

and all images can be searched.

[0104] Although a fiiU-sized subject-copy image or a fiill-sized thumbnail image was displayed

according to the pushing condition of a shutter release (or search button) and the high-speed skip was
made possible in the <example 4> above-mentioned example 3, in addition to the pushing condition of a

shutter release, it is good also considering the merits and demerits of the pushing time amount of a

shutter release as a judgment element.

[0105] This example is an example which used the shutter release 102 of a digital camera 100 as a

search button by ttie playback mode, and the shutter release 102 is making the carbon button structure of



a two-step pushing method in this example, in addition, a hardware configuration and a processing-

mode change ~ and - these — giving the significance ~ suppose that it is the same as that of the case of

an example 1 . Moreover, the link table 55 1 of an example 2 is used as a luak table. The case where the

magnitude of the image displayed according to a push degree and depression time amount of a shutter

release is hereafter changed with full size ->l/4 ->l/8 is explained as an example. Drawing 1

8

is the

pushing degree of a shutter release, and the explanatory view of a size change of the display image by

pushing time amount, (a) shows the viewing area of the full-sized subject-copy image displayed when
half-[ short-time (this example less than 0.3 seconds)

]
push [ a shutter release 102 ]. (b) and (c) show

the viewing area of the thumbnail image of 1/4 size displayed when long duration (this example 0.3

seconds or more) half-push [ a shutter release 102 ]. (d) and (e) show the viewing area of the thumbnail

image of 1/8 size displayed when all push [ a shutter release 102 ].

[0106] By [change of skip rate] drawing 1

8

, if half-push [ a user / a shutter release 102 ], the depression

signal of the 1st step will be sent out, and it becomes high-speed skip mode, and an image is displayed

with a fiill size. In this case, if a user continues a 0.3-second or more and half push condition, a control

section 20 will put control into activation of thumbnail image reconstruction / display means 1 12, and

will indicate 1 / the 4 thumbnail images by sequential with reference to the link table 511.

[0107] Moreover, if it is pushed deeply continuously and made into all push conditions once half-push

[ all push / a shutter release 102 ], the depression signal of the 2nd step will be sent out, and a control

section 20 puts control into activation of thumbnail image reconstruction / display means 1 12, and

indicates 1 / the 8 thumbnail images by sequential with reference to the link table 511.

[0108] If a user lifts a finger, a shutter release 102 is released, and a carbon button will be pushed in and

will be released from a location (release). In addition, the subject-copy image of the thumbnail image it

was being displayed at the time that released a shutter release 1 02 in Ihe state of a half-push condition or

all push is indicated by the full size. Moreover, if a shutter release 102 is once released in the state of all

push and it is a half-push condition, 1/4 thumbnail images corresponding to 1 / 8 thumbnail images

which were displayed at the time will be displayed. In addition, although it pushed in and the stage was

made into two steps in this example, it may not be limited to this, but a pushing stage may be made into

three or more steps, and the size of the thumbnail image which displays the size of the thumbnail image

displayed by pushing of the 2nd step by about 1 / pushing of the 4 or 3rd step may be subdivided as

about 1/8 and .. Moreover, the die length of the pushing time amount of half-push is not limited to this,

although it was made to perform 1/4 thumbnail image display bordering on 0.3 seconds.

[0109] [Actuation under high-speed skip mode] drawing 19 is a flow chart which shows the example of

the digital camera 100 under high-speed skip mode of operation.

[0110] First, if it switches to playback/display mode, the first playback image (full-sized subject-copy

image) will be displayed on a liquid crystal display 43, and the high-speed skip means 110 will be

started (VI).

[01 1 1] A control section 20 investigates the depression signal of the shutter release 102 from a control

unit 30 with the rapid-feed directions judging means 111. When a depression signal is a two-step

depression signal, a user changes to V9 as that [ push / the shutter release / that / all ] (V2).

[01 12] Moreover, when a depression signal is an one-step depression signal, a user counts and

investigates the depression time amount as that [ push / the shutter release / that / half-], and when
depression time amount is 0.3 seconds or more, it changes to V6 (V3).

[01 13] When depression of a shutter release 102 is less than 0.3 seconds at the above-mentioned step

V3, after referring to the next image number of the link table 551, with reference to the subject-copy

image storing address of the following image, subject-copy data are read from a flash memory 51, and it

reproduces, and it indicates by the full size and returns to a liquid crystal display 43 at the above-

mentioned step V2 (V4).

[01 14] When depression of a shutter release 102 is 0.3 seconds or more at the above-mentioned step V3,

after referring to the next image number of the link table 551, with reference to 1 / 4 thumbnail images

storing address of the following image, 1 / 4 thumbnail image data is read from a flash memory 51, and

it reproduces, and displays on a liquid crystal display 43 (V5).



[0115] In the meantime, a control section 20 will change to V8, if all push [ the condition of a shutter

release 102 is supervised at intervals of 0.5 seconds with the rapid-feed directions termination judging

means 113 and / a user / a shutter release 102 ] (V6), if a user is continuing pushing a shutter release 102

and return and a user will lift a finger from a shutter release 102 to V5, v^ll judge with high-speed skip

mode termination, and will change to VI 2. Thereby, a sequential indication of the thumbnail image of

1/4 size is given at a rate of 2 coma / second (V7).

[0116] When all push [ the above-mentioned step V2 / a shutter release 102 ], after referring to the next

image number of the link table 551, with reference to 1 / 8 thumbnail images storing address of the

following image, 1/8 thumbnail image data is read from a flash memory 51, and it reproduces, and

displays on a liquid crystal display 43 (V8).

[0117] In the meantime, a control section 20 will change to V3, if the condition of a shutter release 102

is supervised for the depression condition of a shutter release 102 at intervals of about 0.3 seconds with

the rapid-feed directions termination judging means 113 and a user returns a shutter release 102 to half-

push (V9), and if a user lifts a shutter release 102 and return and a user lift a finger from a shutter release

102 to all push ********** and V8, it will judge v^th high-speed skip mode termination. Thereby, a

sequential indication of the thumbnail image of 1/8 size is given at a rate of 3 coma / second (VIO).

[0118] When judged with high-speed skip mode termination at the above-mentioned steps V7 or VIO,

the subject-copy image data corresponding to the thumbnail image currently displayed with reference to

the link table 51 1 at the time of termination are read fi'om a flash memory 51, and it reproduces, and

displays (VI 1). As mentioned above, when the image of comparatively many number of sheets is

recorded, by changing the size of the image which is made to correspond to a depression degree and

depression time amount of a shutter release, and is displayed, a skip can be carried out in a short time,

and all images can be searched.

[0119] In addition, reverse is sufficient, although 1 / 4 thumbnail images were displayed when half-push

[ a shutter release ], and 1 / 8 thumbnail images were displayed in the above-mentioned example when
all push.

[0120] Although the simple image was recorded with the subject-copy image at the time of record

(compression record) and the subject-copy image and the simple image were matched and displayed in

explanation of each above-mentioned example using the link table Although compression record only of

the subject-copy image is carried out at the time of record and it indicates by elongation at the time of

playback At the time of retrieval, by the operate time or change results of a retrieval means, such as a

search key or a shutter release, it may reproduce by different elongation processing from the time of

playback (it elongates for different scale factors, such as 1/4 and 1/8), and a simple image may be

reproduced. Moreover, the subject-copy image recorded on a flash memory is made into a color picture,

and it is good also considering a simple image as a monochrome image.

[0121] Although one example of this invention was explained above, this invention is not limited to the

above-mentioned example, and it cannot be overemphasized that various deformation implementation is

possible.

[0122]

[Effect of the Invention] Since the image will be reproduced / displayed according to this invention if a

rapid traverse is stopped when the simple image is indicated by sequential during a rapid traverse and a

desired image is found as explained above, even if the number of images which does not need to make a

note of a desired image number, and is recorded on a record medium increases, it can carry out certainly

[ desired image selection ] and quickly.

[0123] Moreover, from the case where reproduce one sheet at a time and the skip of the subject-copy

image is carried out since the image search method of the 1st invention carries out a skip, reproducing

and displaying two or more simple images corresponding to two or more images at the time of retrieval,

since the early and skip rate is early, reproduction speed can search the image currently recorded more
quickly than before,

[0124] Moreover, since the image search method of the 2nd invention can reproduce a simple image to

the die length of the operate time of a retrieval means according to the depression time amount of for



example, a search key, playback time amount can be shortened more, and even when there are many

images currently recorded, all images can be searched at a high speed.

[0125] Moreover, since the image search method of the 3rd invention can reproduce a simple image

according to the change stage of a retrieval means, for example, the depression depth of a search key, it

can search all images at a high speed like the image search method of invention of the above 2nd.

[0126] Moreover, since the image search method of the 4th invention can control changing the

magnitude of the simple image displayed in the change stage of a retrieval means, and the combination

of an operate time, and its playback Moreover it can search all images at a high speed like the image

search method of the above 2nd and the 3rd invention, with the image search method of the 5th

invention, and the image retrieval equipment of the 14th invention Since the shutter for an image pick-

up of image retrieval equipment equipped with the image pick-up section can be used as a retrieval

means so that it may be a digital camera, it is not necessary to change the structure of other feature

buttons.

[0127] Moreover, since the subject-copy image corresponding to the simple image currently then

displayed was reproduced and displayed when [ according to the image search method of the 6th

invention, and the image retrieval equipment of the 12th invention ] a desired image was found [ from ]

among the simple images v^th which a user is fast forwarded, the user could check whether the image

was a desired image, and retrieval became easy.

[0128] moreover, the case where a desired image is found in the simple image which a user is fast

forwarding with the image search method of the 7th invention, and the image retrieval equipment of the

13th invention - actuation of a retrieval means ~ only stopping (for example, a finger being lifted from

a search key, a shutter release, etc.) - since a subject-copy image can be checked, retrieval is easy.

[0129] Moreover, in the image search method of the 8th invention, since a simple image is an image

with size smaller than the subject-copy image memorized in memory, it is that which can do the

regeneration rate of a simple image early (what is necessary is just to read in the case of the simple

image which elongation processing speed is early when compressed especially, size is more small, and

is not compressed, and to display on it), and the high-speed skip of it becomes possible.

[0130] Moreover, in the image search method of the 9th invention, since a simple image is an image

with a pixel coarser than the image memorized in memory and it can do a regeneration rate early like the

8th above-mentioned invention, the high-speed skip of it becomes possible.

[0131] Moreover, in the image search method of invention of the 10th invention, since a simple image

can do a regeneration rate early for a monochrome image, the high-speed skip of it becomes possible.

[0132] Moreover, since a regeneration rate can be early done by carrying out elongation processing of a

simple image simply since subject-copy image data are elongated by different elongation processing

from the elongation processing in the case of the image reconstruction in the case of displaying with a

fiiU size and it carries out as a simple image in case elongation processing of the subject-copy image

data by which compression storage was carried out is carried out in the image search method of

invention of the 1 1th invention and a simple image is created, it becomes that a high-speed skip is

possible.

[Translation done.]
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0 wiast- \'(D^is.m^7r^-tmmmxsb o . T^v^i'^i.

8

UTVRAM4 UCjioTigSv'-<'XrP'r4 3lCS^
•r-5 (03) .

[0 042] <^m<— xis 0 gS^—>'ill 0

- KTifl?B^x>r :^:/u-f 4 3 izm^mm^m^Liiiii^

[0 043] iiSjS'^--v'5ID^gl 1 0«. l^ilMOJg
s^ws^e 1 1 1 i. s^si^Bt/a^^ai 1

2

<*:> iijjisiojt^^Ttt^^ei 1 3«-*rLTns. iii

1 i\tmmm&tLx^—*fA^^
i¥-t^m(¥m3 o<DD—^mmm:i^i'> mmmx\tv

(-) -^ig3i^^'>3 3) w^fp^K mmifixit. w

oj fMBm^/^^i j&3?*^^!pj^f-5 cms
^Jl. 2) ../j:*5. iSaiMOmS^fiJS*©! 1 l*->^
•;/:S'-^*'>W^#;t««g (fi«J;H±*, 2g->v >3'-{Z

3) . ifc. ±ieiM0 5H5'>(D}¥bTtfP$PBl<Dfi$i->

[0 0 4 4] sfc. ej#Aes:#r^«i^#g<!:LT-y-

[0 045] m^mmm±/&7R^^ 1 1 2 kzl—tfk>

^il^(D*0^1j^(C?*l£;-r-5® 7 7-;/

->:i;>lt'J 5 lA^^K^tbLXefc^ft^^^gPl 3 4€r

:ft'UTVR AM4 1 izm-oXm^B^^ y.-:/U^ 4 3JC-

3 4^^LTVRAM4 1 (CSoTig^xW X^U-f 4

3{Cg^-r5tOi^|)!)fP^Jiii-r (09 (c) ) . CO)

LTS3^-r -5 J: ^ Iw LT t) J: t i.

[0 0 4 6] S/c, -y— 5';l^i'>0D}«PLTtfli#fB"J®ft$



.9

(015,016.017).
[0 0 4 7] sgs^ro^^BfreWMtwaif'^-

1 n s' 1 zi-7^mm-c€fji<ti^(ov i

L. ©Pg»C^i;TlS'KJC2l^zi-7Sc$^A*J;plcU

[0 0 4 8] i^jiMOJt***7W5£¥^ai 1 3«rL-tf

«^©B#,^Ta?Sx>r W 4 3 {C«SR$nTUi-5S

Sr77->->^L;<^U 5 l;5^^^*.tliL,TS4/^55
t^ftt(>izm±ym^^^m mmit-r) izmm^^r. 20

[004 91 <mmmi>
:/;!'] 0 6tt. s^H^x-^'tiSBi^T'

.-r-5'J>^5r-:/;P5 1 1 (07^ii«08) t.

a^x— 5' 5 1 2 - 1 . 512-2. 512-3.
5 12-nt. ^Si^T^-^' 5 1 3 - 1 . 5 13-

2. 5 13-3. • • • . 5 1 3-n*tg585SnTt»
•5). ?^C*3. ||JSfi^T'li'J>i'5r-y;|.5 1 lfi7 7 y->

a.;*^ 'J 5 1 a)ife?Sfi[gC«iWSn. S^T^-i'fiilS 30

7'-^'<Dmztim^n?>i>i. i^mmz\tm$i7'-^iim

•5^^. mmmo^^^AmTLrz^'^^<oms,mmizR

-yjUt d:^T U > $tlT V itltf<k (- ».

[0 0 5 0] m7it>j>i^T--^}i'<Dmis.m^^-rm-v

$>0, U >i'x-y;W5 1 1 tt7 7 y->jL;»^^ U 5 11::

Dl = l 00 0+ (1 00-5) X (1

D2=1000 + 95X (2-1) =1

10

^mm(Dmf¥^:^-rmmsn

5

112. m^mmoyj^^
#ii5 1 1 3Hj:zfmmm<Dismmm5 1 1 4 (jtug
i6

: S6T-fi§i^±^ili^lC-p(riTttl 0 O^mz, m
g®4g!COtr»TI±5$iJ^t LT^UTti-5) . ^H^OT
•y--fX5 1 15. i*:iz«^$n-5is^<7)!giag^-c^-5

»r»-5B5il^#-^5 1 1 7;!i»ei^C-5atfe«(DUzi-K7i»e

C4ae)«Si4fe©ast^(c«^5?iSSpi 3JCJ;

[0 0 5 1 ] 0 7 T. ®figS^ 5 1 1 1 Tit' 1 • 0mm

<Dil^#^H* 2* T*-5j5«C:<DU>i'^-3^;U5 1 1

Jr^$nTV»-5. il^S^S 1 1 1*<* 5' (Dm
&i^—^(D^mmn5 1 1 275^- 6' tc^c-^Tti^o

m^-^) *Wj:<<!:t) ISBU^sn. M/t^tSftT^-

[0 05 2] 08tt'J>i>5r-yjKOflS«^6e0iJi&^-r
0T*O. IS^H^T^—^'^u>i'5^— :r:;KDf^r)Jcffl

ti-Sfi^Tfe-S. U>i'7^—y;P5 1 1 • WSBiS^T'—
^'5 1 2 ' - 1~5 1 2 • -nTf^ffl^n. m^<7)m^

{miflBgi«Jft:<Og:&mj|E) tLT. #><r<D7'-^'<£:

S'J (lO T^ASC:<i:*«T€r.5. dCTCttSmS^^

[0 0 5 3] D=c+ m®mo:>D-'i x-ms,mm(D-*}-
-fX) X (SgH^©Jil)?S:- 1)

f/it)^, 08©03-Ctt. C=1 0 0 0. ^iil»05-y--1*

X=10 0. S!^li®<0-y'fX=5<*:UT. SgiS^T'
5 1

1
'
- 1 tmmm^-i' sis* - 1 , s^is

^5^-^' 5 11' - 2 tmmm7'-9 5 1
3

' - 2 .
•

• • . S^ill^T^-:? 5 11' - 5 t^aSx-^ 5 1

3* -StWffiJSDI. - • D5$r**^<t.
-1) =1 000
0 9 5 •

D5=1000 + 95X (5-1) =1380

^' ©iliSli* > 5'- !I J; 0 «^tllT# ^.

[0 0 54] [^:- K<^)«^A] 0 1 T. i&at- K«

flg^nXUi), X-f ;;^4 1 TNOPj

lAX-f •y^'S Itt. fNOPj . rm-^mm'E- so T*-5) , X-f -y^S UiZ-f >X'f y^l O l
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II

[0 0 5 5] ;«'r>X^'^y5^i 0 1 i&+> (ON) flL

OPj , riegij . rs^j (0 3(4g{c;^^'f KojgEic

»lfil$nTtr>S, T.'f y^l 0 4 A* fNOPj iCiSHT

fc, :^'f 5/?! 0 4IJ;)t'f >X-f y^^ l 0

5*>:^-r!y5^3 1 TnOPj tzT^t^mmz fNO
Pj

[0 0 5 6] ;^'f-y5"3is: ra^iiaaj {gmcx^-fK

(-y—^jK^'> (+) ) 3 2^wrt. -y=7

r;/'>'3.>^:'J 5 1 fClEMl$tlTt>i) 1 7 U—A^i-roilffe

li-r) tt07^^ifS@8(::^LfeJ:3^'J>i77^— -rr;!.

5 11 (^VWiS 11') $#.raLTHJ^«:f?±-r-5.

!fO,Z. ^-^ilt^^y (+) 3 2 S:-S^raJ!JA± (*^iS

0. $llffl)g82 0«iga'^—>-2|0^gl 1 OcDHfrfCSI

?9$:»-r. ^t*5, y--5'#5'> (+) 3 2s^-sBg&u

^:$'> (-) 3 3«;ff-riH<J(0iii®;l)tg5^$n-5. ;S

3IJ'tU;5:A^cn(cRg:£$n-r. 2&tLTt)J:< 4fJ> 30

[0 0 5 7] [;i!ii'^-i?jgO KT©»f^] 0 9 fi

^ig'<->?jg|0^-KTWT'>'5';i/;<jpC7 1 0 OWiiff

[0 0 5 8] Jfe-r. lfSfe/^3^^-KJr^^x.5tet!J

-y-'fxa^psh. iSS'^-v^Mo^si 1 oA^eift^n
-5. 010 (a) flMSfe^-KTieST'WXy^U'f 4 3

±lr^^^EnZz^ii0W0«ToO, M@i»9 1 - 1 t® 40

^#^9 2 {:i<D0ilT«6 5=lVtj3(03 0n-7g<Dl^il

^T*^) Tj^^st^nriri-s (SI).
[0 0 5 9] a—tf*t-y— > (+) 32
;*:«®»7jiS4/S5^^?ns. ::::T-Sij5ge2 o«S5ii
iiOltS^W^g^gl 1 l\Zi.ry^-=}-if.^y (+) <Dtt

^€:s(l'<S. -y—^3j^$'> ( + ) 3 27!it3#iU±if

ttetlTVi-SiS 4 (ii53'^-v^|r)^:-K) JC^fff
5 (S 2) .

[0 0 6 0] ±l2:^7^y7'S 2T-, +>--^^'^'> (+ )

3 2^r(5llslt>}f-r («'LWS#fB'}3f^*g|) t-^OglC 50

12

B±t-K(:^fTLT. 'J>i7 7"-:r;u5 1 1 ^^HSL
T^ss^sas 1 1 2(zieis$n/;«;rT. gfi$^^;t
lgiii^fe^#16S:SJC7 7-y->rL^t^:U s l75^e.lS®«
x-^' ^K*a3 UTi^liKwS^ii J: Df7)i.-y-'f

^liji-r. 010 (b) Vi^-^if^^y (+) 3 2^s#

S9 1 -2(De9T*0. .®gfe#^9 2 tLT' 3 1'

(dODfi^TUG SZJ^if'COS 1 =J?@0DMli^T-»-5>)
dJ«^$tlTH-g> (S3).

I [0 0 6 1 ] ±ies 2T'-y—5^;J^^'> (+) 3 2;5i3©'

^I'B^B^/s^^g 1 1 2*tfiift^n. ^.T^sn/tm

5;->3./t'j 5 i*^6S!*ai$n, s±$nT2D-7/
g'©agT?;*^t^^$*ts (s 4) . 01 0 (c) fi

3±t^^$nsifA*i-JI/iii«g®03T$.O, 2=IV/'
fj^^^j-^T-y-A^^-r^m^g 3- 3. 93-4. • • 9

z-mtmm\zn\^x\mr^mkp.m^n. -y-

A^-f ;u@i^tcJtj£c(0SiStfe©-y-'fX7'— ^'.g 4*«g^K

«57*J^¥g 1 1 3 *t-y— > (+) 3 2 05«^€:
±ieS4T. ^L—'^lfi^—J-ifs^y (+) 3

2A^^JiS:gf-r<i:-y—5';J^5'> (+) ZZtmWi CJ U
-X) ii5S2iom^i?T*)jS¥ei isic^ob;

frUU >i'^-y;i'5 1 IWKS^SttSlfiS 1 1 4€:
#.^LT. -?-©s$,^iTg^$nTt»fc-y-A*'r;ni^»c

*aiLxfi±L. (S5)

.

[0 0 6 2] 010 (d) tti-ifjitiitSA:—:^jgr)S:

f?ltUfcC:<i:lcJ:0S4^-h-|cei!iW(c«^AT,

WB#,^{CS5^$nTV»/t-y-A^-'f ;i'®^9 3- ZC^**?
-r^I^il^ 9 2 - 7 ^S^/SItS LfcfiSJ-C*-5.

[0 0 6 3] /iis. ±ISS 4-CS-p?t:-y-A;?^-f;l'iii»

7>^' iMOii^' (7)Jg-&iCli-y—5"4^^> (-) 3 3 2:3

0'm±ff-ri^MUi;ia. 3l3>*S5<DJSi^lc«?5*^:

-HTlOB5©^il^Aip|±/a^$n-5. ±te

/^/T^cDfS«Cli0 7 1£ t,Mi0 8 ic* Lt J; ^ ;i 'J > i7 T-

[0 0 6 4] [^JBgy] ±IS;;^T--y7'S 4Tli.

X7--:/:/S 2T-y—5'i}^$'> (+) 3 2Ai3&tt±ff5

ss4/«5^^ei 1 2rt<e5ij$n. s^^tifcim^
(D'A<ommtzitfo-r^-*)-L.^--(jim&i/)^2 o-^x^om
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[0 0 6 5] ±iimmmT\tmmiz^Lr I m-r

(0 0 6 6 J ±mizj:r). )tm.m§^<<o^^(omm^ts.

[0-0 6 7) <^mm2>±Mmmmi-^\i. u—

^LT1tA:^'f ;i.iB®S:S^Lfc*i. itSS'^-v^SIO^:

lcLTt)J:V>. *ll;^fi»|-cfi-y—5^^-®if UTVfBtra

-^^-<o»LTifmfsiiztift:>^ii:xm7ri-ri>mm<D±

(0 0 68) mi i«. m^mm

•5'J>i'T—^;U5 5 1 012^l>tt@13) 11

iii^CDl/4W-9--fX©SEi®«7^-^'5 5 2- 1. 5

52-2. • • 552-nt. ^SigfeO 1 / 8 ©-y-

-f X©S§SMa7^-^'5 5 3- 1. 5 5 2-3. • •

•. 5 5 3-nt, E®^x-5'5 54-1. 5 5 4-
2. 5 5 4-n7»<IESlSnTliS. ^i5. SUSfiaiTHU

>^x-:/;U5 5 Ui7 7-j/->iPl^'J 5 l<7)3fe^fica

ifi. ^mt^\z\t.^^'T-9 twm^5'-9<DtSLmMi^>~-{

(0 0 6 9] 01 2H'J>i7x-y;U«tSB£fiq^S5-ria

TS)I5. 'J>^x-yjU5 5 1 »i77 y->j.;»i^:'J 5 1

Dl = 1500+ (15-3 0) X

D2 = 1500-15x (2-1)

CD®

14

^5 5 1 1, ^jK$n-5®g©JS§$:qi-f||g§^5 5

12. l/4-y-fX©ffig@^G)fea^§lfi5 5 1 3. 1

/8-y-fX®®S®^©*S^SJa5 5 1 4^J;D:Miij®
CD^^Sife 5 5 15 (5t^§Jj!! : 0 1 2

«(cot>Ttii 2 on^\z, i/4^-ix<D^M^mm\z
O^Ji!#.. l/SIJ-'fXWSgiiafeJC-OtriTfi

10 1 5$iji^. <i:LT^UTt»-5) . ^SgOJ-y-'T X5 5 1

6-. ;*:tcSS$n^ia^<DftiiS^T*-5;*:gi»#^5

5 1 7 ^^xSwn<Dm^i:m^-r^^-^\zm^->^Wimm^
^5 5 1 8*^^/j:S®j^S©Urri-H;»^^)lg£jSn, C

[oo7o)@i2T% mmm^s^\lti' i

fix-^' li 1 /4 -y-'f X<^S^Si^x-5'T-* 0

,

-r-5 i/4-y--f xw^ass^T^-^'wia^s^tt'

i'x-^^-'PS 5 1 TtiS^+h-fXOSgiS^x— r^tMiii

20 1 jt* ITU >i7 LTls.5®T^-y;PV=i—
K±-C«li^S^«2^a#lc:55$*lTH-5.. @1 3ia

i77^-y;u5 5 1 • ti (a) ir^-ri/4-y-'f XWSg
BS5^-:?'55 1' -1~55 1' -nTf^ffl^n.
(b) t^-ri/8cDSB®^x-5'i (c) IZTT^tm

(0 0 7 1 )611%. i/8<Dmiimmm<Dmmmm^-
30 ^a^KHtL. l/8Saiii»S(D|agl®i^iJiUClM

-h^>hD' , D" «r;^©W (SC) -U^A-SCtAJ
T^-s. c:ciTC«i/4Smsi^ei2gi^i^<o:*:#^

mmm^mmm<D:k^ ^ t Lx^tf)m^x'=>tirz^mx

[0 0 7 2 ] -r^ttj^. 0 r3O09T-li. C=150
0. C = 7 5 0. l/4S^Si^@^<0^'f X=3

40 0, i/8saiii^©-y-'fx= 1 5. mmm<D-*)-^x=
i2 0iLT. i/4m^mmy'-^os\' - iti
/Sffl^li^x-i' 5 5 2 • -1..- • . -

. i/Amw,
^^7^-^55 1' -SL\/Zm^m^'r-^S5
2' -5t«ffiglDl' . • • •. D5' Sr*4i)5<i:.

D' =0+ {i/%fSiWim^<r>^-^x-\/Amw>mm
W-tf-fX) X (l/4®mtl^©I««:§:-l)

(1-1) =1500
= 14 8 5



( 9 )

15 16

D 5 = 1 000-15X (5-1) =1440

*a{fi/4®as®x-^'€:#Kt-5::iji<i!'#-5. *

5.

[0 0 7 3] Sfc, l/4Saii^x-5'5 5 1 • - 1

<l:l^li«x-:^5 5 3' -1, • • •. l/4fgg®fi^
01 = 1500 + 750+ (120-30) X (l-i) =2 250
D2 = 2250 + 90X ^2-1) =2340

"T-^ 5 5 1' - 5 t^mm'r—i' 5 5 3' - 5 tODSi
ISO 1

" . • • •
, D 5 "

Ji,

D" =c+c' + (WMmco-^-fx- i/4m&!,mm<D
y-f X) X ( 1/ 4 isgrojurt^a - 1

)

D5 = 2250 + 90X (5- 1)

[0 0 7 4] mHIC, l/8SBBI^x-:$'5 5 2 • -

. i tmmmy'—^s's s s* - 1. • • i/Am^m
m.=f-9 5 5 1.' - 5 tmmmT^-^ 553' - 5

ffigid l~d 5 {J.

d=c' + (MiiilfecD-y-'fX-i/ss^ilt^w-y-'f

X) X (i/8S^li^0Je;f§:-i)

dl = 75 0+ (120-15) X (1-1) = 750
d2 = 750+105x (2-1) = 855

d5 = 750+105x (5-1) =1170
['<—>*2l02g®«^^] ^^^r-KT^iU-y-'fX©

(+) 3 2€^MffU (d^^>^&i¥LT-r<#*s-r«i

©iis*«7;u-y--f x-e^^^n^) (sis (b) ) . c
-y—5^;}^3'> (+) 32^Whmf^t?^m^

—>*M 0^— K t /JC 0 . ^SilgB 2 0 ttitSii'^- i^m. 0^
gi 1 o<o^mzmm^»-r/)^'>)—^^i^> (+) 3 2

[0 0 7 5] M«J«ICI4. KSiiOJt^S^^gl 1 1

«a—tfAtjaf^r-StSfmS 0<D-9— 5^71^:5' > (+) 3

2«}f LWl^Fs1*t-«P*Hrt (*^ifi«a)-CttO. 3&
~2i}') ©J^^lCtt rssiiSAj <i:*i|^U. ^L.^'iJV

mmm±/^7P^Si 1 1 2 izm^r^. ^mmmAi <r>

JS^. -tJ-AtW;i/®SS±/S?F¥^©l 1 2«fta](^l

ft?:7;Ht-fX-C^5^L. 2ft@eAKO®^^-tJ-A^-'f

(*IIMfiR|T-liJ5ll/4©-y-A:5-W;i'B»)

^-f^ (015(c)).
[0 0 7 6] szi. ssiMoit^ws^ei 1 nm-

2 3 4 0

!f*i}»f^-r*}sf^ffl53 0©-9—5^3}f^'> (+) S ^ODW
UT^fll#r«^Ai-«l^?rB^«± (*itJSWTfi2fj>m±) w

«5^^gi 1 2izm&r^, rmm&Bj (Dm-t, itA
^-fJl^H^B^fe/S^^gi 1 2«;^<ilfgSr fiSSS

20 Aj cD<i^J;Ot)/h$;^£-tKXcD-y-A^<;i/Si® (jjsjl

igWrtt$«Jl./8(D-9-A^'f;i.®t6) TSa^TS (SI
5 (d) ) . cnicj;o r^mmAi <Dm-^xohm<

[0 0 7 7] }¥L^ttTI/>-5-y—g^4^5'> (+)

3 275^e,^$gi-r (-9—5^#5'> (+ ) 32i£:/S4jrr

5) i-5-©i^^5t$nTt»t-y-A:?i-f )Hi©{c?#»£:;-r

•2>7;i'-t)--f xwiUM^ (mmm) A^s^^n-s ois
(e) ) . ^ft. (+) 3 2S— a.p§iS:L

30 3}^^?> (-) 3 3S:Jfr<»:aiJ(DSi®*?S^Sn-5. fj:

:fe. *II^Cs)-c»iSWLP#FBlSrO. 3 8?. rSJiigAj

Sri¥UWS$HO. 3fJ»~2!J>. TiijggBj ^ffLT
tf^rBi2&«±iLfc7S<. znicis^sn^ii. sfc,

ri^jfSAj <D^i^ic:«^-rs-t)-A4^-f;u®ifeco-y-'fX
2:*5)l/4, FiisagBj OTig^tcS^-r-SifA^^-f )U

®^©-9--f X^^ 1 /8 i LfeA^cnJlK^^n^cVJ.

©^iL/c7»<cniclBS$ti-r. -it-5^+-(DWLTtf

40 • roJ:^Ji^epg(cUTt>cti>.

[0 0 7 8] [i^2'^-v?iiO^-KT(Oi!ifP] ai 4

ffe^«:^-r:7D—5"^-— hT5.0, 01 5 ttilSj^

[0 0 7 9] 5fe-r. Bt/^n^t- KtzWlftA-StS^a
ropf^H^ (7;Hj--fXwl^ilf^) ;Ji»gB^x-<>^>''K

4 3±lr^jS$n, Sii'^—>'i3|0^e i 1 0*«fii!)^

n-5. aiS (a) (iS^^-KT-i«B^r-<;^^U1'4
3±Jcas^$nfc^iaftroeiiT-so. hp® 9 i - 1

1

so gi^#^9 2 (dofiqx-fie snvttJcos 0 3-7a(oi^
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J7
A^^^^nTti-S (T.l) .

[008 0] :x-1fi)ff-5^:^^^' > (+ ) 32 $r}f-Tt

1 UrJ:>3-y—^:K^> (+) Ott

^Sii^*. t^-5^;^^^'> (+) 3 2«Jf LTlfA^O.

m^^fffiV. 015 (b) 9^iJ^^'> (+) 3 2

^&Si¥L (0. 3S'*^i¥lxTtf) Ufcii^Jl. 7;HJ-

^92<!:UT'31* (CWW-CliS 5 3^+©3 1 3 !0

•7g©MS!Sl?*S) TSJSS^^tlTli* (T2) ,

[0 08 1] ±ST2T-y—^;}^^> (+) 3 2/5^0.

3t}»a±«'L^tJ^nTV»^ig^lCli. $5ffllgI52 0fi5
izmmskomTjipm^^i i inio-y—5^#5'>
(+) ©tt^^SI-?. -y—5^^:J'> (+) Z2i)i2mA
±}f^Jt^nfcig^lCfiT6lCil^r^ (T3) .

[0'0 8 2] ±IBT3T-y—^#^'> (+) 3 2 0Di¥U

2 ©K±ir;S:e,;fa:l»rBltt^ffliSE 2 0 Jl/

BitfeS^/SS^^a 1 1 2ICJ;0. •J>i'x-:/;i'5 5

1 ©;*:®iaiS§^Sr#Bgux*^e. :k(Dm^<r> \/4m 20

Bi@®ftS^S%5 5 1 3*#.raLT7 7->->a.j<^'J 5

1 6 1 /4 -y-f x<D-y-A^'f ;i'®^7'-:5' *^*aj u
TS±U, iffiax-rXyH'4 3IC«^-r-5. SI 5

(c) (b) (C^Ufc3 l#BOil®9 1 -2<D^
(Dli®. -r?S:b^. 3 2#B©||»«l/4-9-fX(Oia

z-stfifp-^nx^-^^ (T4) .

[0 0 8 3] cwfpi. mm^2o\t.^m'ikr>^7RmT^\
^^gl 1 3IIJ;D-9— 5':iJ^:J'> (+ ) 3 2 0!?tt^S:ft

0. SS'FalBiX-iS^L. OL—!f*Jtf-g^iH5'> (+) 3

2S:ifLS?iJTO-5tT3lCHoT. i>:<D 1 / 4
"!}-<X 30

©-9-A:?.-f;Hi»<D^3^SrfT;i5. c:nici;0 2aT/
sxofij^T 1 / 4 -t^-r xc9-y-A*'f jna^A<tai>:^^^f

n-5. a—tfAt-y— > (+) 3 2A^e>JgSr

•r^ (Ts)

.

[0 0 8 4] ±ST3T-y—5'3K^'> (+ ) 3 2©tfL
TtfA« 2 ©£t±lC/j:o/::«^«»Ifflll$ 2 0 li-y-A:?^'f )V

iS»S±/S^#gl 1 2JCJ:0. 'J>i'x-y;W5 5

1 <Di*:®ia»#^€'#BaL,Td^e, i»:<D®^©i/80
^il^te^SlfioS 1 4S:#!HLT7 7-y->:x;*^'J-5 40

Tfl^L, ieSxWXyU-f4 3IC«S^-r-5. 015
(d) (c) iC.T^LfcS 3#acD®fi^9 3-4(Di5i:

©a®, -rtjit)-^. 3 4se<Dii^cD i/8-y-f xwii
^9 3- Sd^^ctXT^i^ (T6) .

[0 0 8 51 COPbI. Sfll^gSa 0»iiiiii3IOJ&*ll7#'l

^^ei 1 snio-y—5^*:5'> (+) 32<Di^^^^
0. 3#PBl^T'li«lx. IL—tfA<-y— 5^5f^:S^> (+) 3

2S-}¥Lg!(tTl»Si:T6»CMoT. :;!»:© 1 / 8 y--fX
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1 / 8 -y-r xco-y-A^-r ji'S ft;5i|g^^;^

Sfc. ^—y^Ai-y—f^.-t?^'> (+) 3 2A^e,*&

#-r-5 (T7) .

[0 0 86] ±^Xy' y XT 5 SXittT 7 :i-1f7jt

y—f^#5'> (+) 3 2A^e>m^si-riimmm*)m^m
T^JS^gl 1 3JrJ:Oii5S'<—>-M0^-Ki^7<!:*J
^U. M^^r-KIZ^frLT. 'J>i7 5^-y;U5 5 1(35

5 5 1 5S^#raL,. ^-ODPf^T^^Sti
TU»;t-y-A*-f ^PHtStJt^S-r2)^®^5r-:$' 7 ^
5>i;<^:g-5 lA^^ggi^ttiLTII^L, ^^-f^ (T
8) . fj:t5. ±fex^-;/XT5-C-y—5^7}f^>Wg«^
t^jO. 5|J>ratLTl/4-y-A^'f;i'tS®$^2D-7/fJ>

±iEXT^-yXT7T-+h-^d^^'><De«^^
0. 3|i'fBltUTl/8-y-A^-l';Hi®$:|«j3n^/|}>

[0 0 8 7] ifc. dWfi^TtSfflffifC^UTlfBTO-y-

A^-r ^UH^^r^S^LfcA^ 1 HoSICltgilStD-y-A^-f ;U

[0 0 8 8] ±i&<DJioiz.D—^^—ayW[^~Fiimm
C^t^SitT^^-r«.@i^©-y-'f X^^ftS -B-^ C i: ic

®^<oh4p#PbT (^jc. jaE^x-:?<7)#s^Poi) s^sat

gP#PBlTg5g®»i&||*UT'^— i^'aiO

[0 0 8 9] <SliS^ 3 > JblBHiSfi^ 1 t5j;t;C||JS6BJ 2
Tfi, -y—5^#5'>(0^-1flc:J;^}f LTJfB^PelCDSjg
ic J: 0 7;i'-y--f X©Miii^Sfcli-y-A^«-fjPil^^^^^
L, ^jS^^-i^'SOSTPl^tU/iTi^ -y—?-^:?>«ff
LTlfB?PBl<©SgtCg;tT-y—5"7t<^ >fe^, titt-y—

^

^^^'>lCf^'5:^<5'>S:2|gtf Lii* (*fctt. ^gWL
ii^!^) 1«i§<hUT. ^^i'XDW'il^^mmiZJiO^yri-r^

mmo)if^ Xi^<ttsit^j:^izLTi>Jii>^. rm. ^
miS^S:x->'5';U*;*^ 1 0 Otf-SJ®^, i^Vy^—
#^'>1 0 2i:^-^:^-(DR0i:-r^;itiZj:0mm

[0 0 9 0] *|lli6C^H, Ht^:- KT7'->':^>»U*^ ^
1 0 0©->-\' y5'-d^^'> 1 0 2i£+h—5^;Hi'><tUT

i/c, U>i7 5^-:/;i/i:LT3liSes|l«)'J>i7x-X;l'

5 1 1 €:fflViTt,i-5. £tT. v-^- v^'-:^^ >«-y-^
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(0 0 9 1] 01 6«. >'\-yif-:ii$'>l 0 2<DW&

(a) livi'-y^'-4^^'>l 0 2^l?ttfia (JtSrSL

xmmn^mmm^TfiL. (c) y^f-^^y u

1 0 2^±tifLmm. (2S»L/itt*g) tl.tzl§piZ»

-r.

(0 0 9 2J ['<—>*ii0gS©9JMA] 01 6T. ^
-if;»<v-V>:$'-d^^'>l 0 2^¥fflL-r-5<i:mie(D

Ta^At7;u-y-fXT)®*s^^ns (Sio
(b) ) . a.--tfAtfgS:S-r<!:->-\' y3'-7K:S'>l 0 2

(0 0 9 3J ife. ->Y .y^'-#^>l 0 2^±Jf U-r

-5 34^— B UT*^ e^ttTag < if LT±|f Ltt^ i-r
5<i:m2e«>ffLTtf«^7>iSai^tl. S!l'faig|52 0«t}-

L, 'j>5'7^-y;u5 1 is#sauTitA^'f;i'iii^

mS:gi-ri:->^-;/^-3f^^'> 1 0 2«.f?ift^-n. it«^'>

©fiiiJCU. 2eBOffii*T^^-r'5-y-A^-f;mi§6 30

©t^-l'XS^*^Jl/4. 3gB©}fjX^TSS^-T-S-y-A^
-f^I/B^O-y-fX^^^l/S. • • tUxaB^LTfoJ:

C 0 0 9 4 ) >*^l D^:- KTWlftf^] 0 1 7

tt^j^'^-v^iiO^- KT<Ox>;:J';W/j/^ 1 0 0 WW

[0 0 9 51 5fe-r, :i—»f75<^- KW§;^X-f 3 1

Sr^fPLTfi4/S5^^-H{C«^A-5<h. teIS|gS2 0

H'J>^7^-y;i'5 1 l*#raLT. mW(Dm^'r—i^
$:77y->iL/^ 'J 5 l7j^bK*aiLTS±L, ^Sx 40

-I'XyU'f 4 3lC^5^-rS 016 (a) ) t^ic^a
:^ill0^gl 1 0Sr@l!i-r-5 (Ul) .

[0 0 9 6] i iicj;o

>'-\"y5'-^^'>l 0 2A^f,(7)(i^&'f$oTJaf^«aiS:

18'^, v-f .y^'-5}^^>l 0 2*<i|iffLOig^lz«ua

Ilil^L, ^}¥L05Jg^lrliU5»r®^-r-5 (U2) .

[0 0 9 7 ] ±g2;^7^-/:/U 2T-->W3'—3J^:?> 1 0

2*i#fflL(7)«^(ca, 'J>i75^-y;U5 1 \ <D'A(r>m

1 4S^#B3LT7^-;/>'3.^t'J 5 1 6^@St"— 50
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XU-f 4 3±lC^^-r'5 (01 6 (b) ) (U3) ,

[0 0 9 8] z.<om, mmu2o\i^m'mr^7r.t^T^]
^^^l 1 3llJ:D*:j2S>raBiT->^.y:?-4^5'> 1 o
2<Dtt®i&S^U, ^—tf^iJ^i- .y^'-;}?5'>l 0 2$

tf7i«->-\' .yi'—:J^5'>l 0 2$^jSii
CJ'J-X) LTt>;5:tiig^JC«U2{CS-5. cntZJ:
0 2S'*/ir) 1 D^rofij^T^^u-y-i-XiltgAtfliiJi:^*

(U4) ,

[0 0 9 9] ±i5X^r-;/XU2T->^";/^-4^:^> 1 0
2i)i±wi,<Dm^\z\t. ^L.^'i }mim^ynfTi^m.
1 1 2JCJ:0. 'J>i'7=— X;i'5 1 1 C9;*0DBiitgfeS-§-$

#raLT*^^. ;^:«Si»CD^gH^»«flSifi5 1 13^
#BBLT7 7 .y ->ipC^:'J 5 1 1 / 4

y-'f XWiJ"

A

-f4 3IC^^-r-5 (01 6 (c) ) (U5) .

[0 10 0] z.<om. ^Ji9S2 o(±iifjgiiiom*»7«
^¥^©1 1 3CJ;0->-\' y^—i^^ y 1 0 2©tt@^^0
0. S&KBT^^L. :x—tf*<->^.y^'-4?^>i 0
2 Sr/Stt-r-St'^—>-i§r)t- K$57<tWSLTU 7 {c

&LTli^V»li^tCfiU2iZ^-5 (U6) . dtlt^O
2 3 -^/IJ^cDiil^-t 1 / 4 -y-f XO-9-A^-r JHi®;S«iiB

[0 1 0 1 ] ±l2;^5^^XU4i;t:ttU6T, ->-v>:S'

^ai 1 3{;:J;»3ii5ii^-i;iMr)^-KJI7<i:fiJ«L.

Pl^t-Kfc^ffLT. U >5'x-X;i'5 1 1 Olgjiim

felftSJSS 1 1 4&#B8L. -^-cDP^.^iTaS^SnTti/::

id^e^;?^aiLTS*u, «^-rs (u?) .

±ieXx>vXU4TvVy^'-7t<5'>(Dtt^liS
S:*^ 2 IJ'PbI t L

T

y)V^^ XSi«<& 1 13 -7 2 H^X'ttm

0. 5U>FBT<!:LTl/4-y-A:^-f Jl/iS^S^2=J-7/S'-C

L;t^^Jc:7ju-y-'fXiii^?:g5^L. ^WLLfc^^fz
l/4-y-A4'W;U®^S:^^LZi*«, ->vy5'-4^:5'>

S:^fflm/i^^lC7>»l'-y--1'XSi^S:a/T^t. ^l^jipUL

fc^^lw 1 /4-y-A:^-f ;US®S:aiK-r-5<t^lCL,Tt>

[0102] ClcofisiTIJilEJCJktLT 1 ISTtP-y-

A^-f LZi75niiffi(c?S§c(S©-y-A^W -(U

<k -3 t-rnti-y-A ^-r mx ^±^(0-1 /- v
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[0 10 3] ±s©±pii. if^- y xnnLT

[0104] <|ligeg4>±ieSliSfisi3T«, ->-\-'y:?

*^tie^(CSPAT->-v •y^'-;l<5'>«Difji*^rBl©fiM*

[0 10 5] *|liS0?tt. m^'E-l'VT'i^^Jltl^v
1 OOO'^yy 9—if^9 > 1 0 2 Sr-9—5":}^^' >i: UT
ffllifc£^TfeO> *Slte0y-et±->^-;/5'-^:?>l 0 2

«mtfi«iSWl<0«^<!:l^«<!:-r-5. 'J>i^x
—-f)Vt.\^-z^m^2C)\iyfj7—-:r)\,^ 5 is^^ffltiT

/4-l/8<!:^{kS-&Sig^*fisj<i:l.Tgi?q-r-5. m

(a) ttvi- y^^-^-t^^'^ 1 0 2 SrM^rel (*SSigC*yT

«0. 3&*SI) ¥}¥UU/ii(i^fcSS^n-57;i'1*--f

X®JSil®<D^5^®lSSr^L, (b) . (c) liS'^-;/

5'-jK^'>1 0 2*:gWp1 (**iS«R|T-«0. 3U»a
±) #J¥LL.fc«^{Cg^$tX^ l/4-y-'fX<D1fA^
'f>ll'ia^CDS35®ia**L. (d) . (e) fJ->-\'<y^' 30

0 2$±^¥LLfc«^^rs^$n5l/8•y-

[0 10 6] ['<-vjSIOSgW«j^;i] SI ST. i
—!f \' c/ :5'-#:5' > 1 0 2 S:#i¥ tr-S 1 go

Tgi^*^7;i'-y-'f XT'^s^sti*. ccDii^. a.—tf*t
0. 3S'&l±#}f UttS|^^^-rs<i:KffllgP2 OttitA

:^-^;^p^fl*/^s^^el i 2<omnfzum^f^i',
^)>Cf'T—Zf}VS 1 li&#raL,TlX4ii-A^'f;Pia^

^m'A^Tfi-t^. 40

[0 10 7] Sfc. ->^ y5'-:J^i'>l 0 2Sr^ifLT

-rS<i:ll2eo|f UTlfffl^A^SfflStl. $flffllg52 0tt

tJ-A^W;Hi»fl4/^55#gi 1 2<r>mr\zun^^
L. 'J>i'7^-y;i'5 1 l£#raLTl/8-y-A^'f;U

[0 10 8] 3.--tfd<Jgi&gi-ri:->-\' y:$'-#5'>l 0

X) ^n^. ;Jt*5. Lttfi|T->r

•y:S'-JK:S'>l 0 2^)S&-r-5i:-?-©P?,$.-ca^LTt-» 50
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/i-y-A^^-f ;i,iii^<0MliCIS:7;Hi-'fXS;T^-r-5. S
fc. ±l¥L<*SiT->-\' y^'-Jtf:5'>l 0 2i&-S/S&L

ii*Ta*-rs-y-A^-f ;uH»cD-y-'rxi&j'}i/4. 3

eSOfflj^i^T^^-r^-y-A^-f ;l'®»W-y-f XSrt«] 1

/8. • • tLTai5)^UTt>J:l.». ^J^IfLOlfii

^^KOft^^rO. 3&S:JK<tLTl/4-!J-A4^'f;Uil

[01091 [Mm^—i^mr)=E- )^T<nmm m 1 9

[0 110] ife-r. B^/S*^:-Kic^^^sts^gj

4 3±lc^^sn. ^3S^->JMD^©1 1 0d<ei!i$
(V 1) .

[0 1 1 1 J S!ipgS2 ojiSiigjiio.j&^Wit^ai 1

1

»Cj;OMIfPS53 0*^e<Oi^+-y:$'—7f?:5'>l 0 20?}f L
Ttf«^S:ii-c*. l¥LTffffl#**2gtfLTJfft^ro
«^(C(i^-1f/Jiv'+ ^' >$:^^f U t >t (0i
L.TV9til^-rS {V2) .

[0 112] ^fc, }¥LTtfm^*tlg|f LTfffi^cO
li^—»fd«->v 5/ 3'

—

tH^ ip}f U b © t

K;5«b. 3&£i±©Jg^(ctiV6irii#-r* (V3) .

[0 113] ±tZX7'y:/V 3Xi^^yi^—:iif'>l 0

2<0}f LTtf*<0. 3&^m<Dm-^tZ{t'J>i/y'-zrjU

-^'S^SE^-aiLTS^U. fiSSx^xyu-f 4 3lC7;i/

it-f XS^LT±ffiX5ry:/V2tCg^ (V4) .

[0 114] ±mXy'yZfV3X->^'yiS'-^s^yi 0

2 0}f UTtfTiiO. 3fJtt±©«^JC«iJ>5^7^-:r;U
5 5 l<D'A<DmmSrm:^mi^Ti)^<^. 'A<Dm^<Diy
4 •y-A:?.-r ;nii!te^sis<£#ra lt7 7 ->aL ^t u
5 l7i^6 l/4+hA;?'W;t'®^x-:^i&^^aJLTS^
U> ieST^'f J^T'U-f 4 StC^^TS (V5) .

[0 115] COPbI, ^'iaigS2 0«^5iiiM0m^KJ*7*iJ

^^eii3ic^oo. o&mmx'>^yi^-:in^>i
0 2 0t^Sg$:llSL. n.--tf*<->^-/^— ;}?^^>l 0 2

«:±ffU-r-5<t:V8»Cg^U (V6) . :x—!f7jt->r y
^'-#:5'>1 0 2«:}«PL^ttTl^-5tV5(C^0.
•tfA^vA'-y ^'>1 0 2*^emS:B6-r<tSji'<-v'

S0/E-K**7i:W^LTVl 2»c2#-rS. Cinir,t

0 2nv/|^fOfiJ^T'l/41f< XO-y-A^W^l'St^*^

je*«5^$ns (V7) .

[0 116] ±ieX7^y:7'V2Ti'V y:$'-^'^'>l 0
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-fXyU-f 4 3IC^3^-r-5 (VS) .

[0 117] z(Dm. mm^2 oit^mmoi^Tiifi^jn

^^ei 1 3(CJ;Dv-\'-:/:5'-:f;^'>l 0 2(DtVLTif

MTiVSlca^b (V9) . :x—
>1 0 2S:^}¥L^»tTt»StV8lCg?0. a—y-';6<-> 10

-KJ*7tfJ$-rs. c:ntJ:0 3iiv/iJ?cDiij^T-i

/8->)-^X(D-t)-A^-(jmmiimAm^^tii> (vi
0) .

[0 118] ±^Xy'yZ^V 7 ^tzliV 1 OX'Mm^-

JS»tC«^£:-r*^®^x-^'«:77-y->i>*^ 'J-5 1

*»^.§!*-tBLTf?^L, (VI 1) . ±ffia)J;

-arTa^-r-SH^W-y-'f X^^lt^-tt^ c: t fc J;

[0 119] /j:*3, ±fai6iS«sjT«->l'5/^'-d<:5'>^

¥}f LLfc«^JCl/41fA^'f;i<-gi»*S^L, ±if

[0120] ±l2&SliS0«©|Ji?g-C«, fS^®^«tE^

T, f?4^<i:liS;a:-5#?ii!lS (BsJAtf. 1/4. 1/
8<!:(r»ofcS;^£ofc^^T#^) {ZJ:oT?l4LTS^
giffeS:S±UTt)J:V». ^tz. y 7 y -> :l ;f.^ <J {Ztm

[0121] &.±^9tm<o-'mmm\z'D\,-^xmmvfz 40

[0 12 2]

[0 12 3] ^fz. m 1 <Dnm<Dmmmm:^mit, 50
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->'S»3S:-r-5<Olr, ^^^^ l ftTo

[0 12 4] it. ^2 W5!^C)@i^^m:5raiJ.
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^X'^±mm(o^m'S:mm^znuz>z.^liiix^^.
[0 1 2 5] sfe. ^3©^§«(Da»«i^^r&«,
^ecD^SAg. -y—^'^^^-oDjf LTJfsisfc

(omm<Dm^^m:^miimmiz<tmm<n^m'^Mmiz^

[0 12 6] iy^c. m4<D%m(Dm&^m:^mi,

±g2^2, ll3<D^?gcDilgl«im:i^fiti.

mmiz±ms^03mm^^m^zfTfSi o c: <L7J{-c# -s

(0127] ^tz, m 6 o>^m(Dmmmm:^m^^ifm

im^mm<Do^f>'>^mm<r)mm^M.':)i-)rzt

[0 12 8] m? <Dmm<Dmmmm:^mi5j:um

[0 12 9] ifc. ^8<056?^©iii^;^^*ffiT-fi.

t» -y-^f XAij: O'h^ < x!£m^nx\,^tii,^m^mm
<DiM'^lZiim^iiiLxmynr^tznx^\.'>) (DX.

[0 13 0] ifz. m9 <r)^m<Dmm'^m:^mx'tt. m
SS^ti^ ^: U legs® LTt>-5iii(S J; 0 t)®^<^at'»^
&x&^rztf>, ±$im8<D%mtmm\zm^9!]:m^m^

[0131] sfc. mi 0 <D^m<D%m(Dmm^f^:^i&
x',i. mw,mm\t'tyi7cimm<Drzi^n±^mmm^^
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